Here we go
Dry'ant, Here we
go ...... .

Friday, March 3, 1978

Bryant Coilege, Smithfield, Rhode Island.

Resident Ripoff Report
Are you aware of the
vandalism and damages that
occur at Brya nt College each
year and the exp enses incurred
by these thoughtless and
destructive actions? The figures
in tbis re port are somewhat
distorted since, according to
Chief Gardner, head of Bryant
Security. "Pro b~bly only 50% of
incidents are reported."
According to a June 1977
report the foll owing data on
vandali m forthe 1976-77 school
year state·:
3 . tolcn car
26 thefts from cars
17 thefts from dorms
12 thefts from other campus
location!i
3 reported case of vandalism .
Also; 80 false fire alarms
2 a al,llb and
21 injuries on campus.
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Faculty Challenges
Calendar Committee

By Laurie Roach and Leisa Reichle
For the faU semester of the each false alann pulled. This has
1977-78 school year, there were helped in reducing the number of
The decision reached by the . When Dr. Smith was asked to
over 100 false alarms in less than false alarms at the school.
Calendar Committee on comment on the memo and how
four months. According to the
According to the Bryant February 15 as to how to make
the administration will react, he
"Providence Journal," dated College Handbook regarding up snow days has met with
said he had never seen it. but had
Dec. 10, 1977, the University of false fire alarms, "Individuals strong opposition from the
heard about it. It could not be
Rhode Island reported only 53
found tampering with such will Bryant Faculty Federation.
determined why this communi
false alarms for the entire 1976
be fined $100 and will be liable to
The · Calendar Committee
cation gap existed.
77 school year. The figures speak further disciplinary action
decided to eliminate culmination
Dr. Smith said that the
for themselves. Bryant had twice
and / or criminal proceedings. and hold classes in its place, and
Calendar Committee decision of
the number of false alarms in less
There is also a $30 fine for any to have school on Monday,
February 15 has not been
than half the time compared to
in d i v i d u a I a p pre hen d e d March 27, a previously
changed. Any possible futu re
U.R .1. Bryant Students become
tampering with a fire
scheduled holiday. In a meeting
changes will come fro m the
almost immune to fire alarms
extinguisher. The glass in the fire February 23, the Bryant
President's Office. But because
when they go off so often, and in
doors is to remain in place;
Faculaty Federation passed the
Dr. O'Hara has just returned
the case of a real fire, students
anyone observed removing this
following
motion! reso lution,
from vacation t his week, he has
glass will be fined $30." The
would be in da nger, since they
which was published in a
not had t he chance to review
usually ju t roll over and go back
College can turn over a case
what has happened. 
subsequent memo:
to sleep, rather than finding out
involving fire alarm tampering
"a. that -fhe decision was not
t~e reason for the alarm .
to the legal authorities because
Contract Interpretation
within the purview of the
According to the "Providence
tampering with alarms is a
The conflict revolves around
Committee to decide the issue,
fel o ny.
J ourna l," U.R .1. has strictly
whether the admtnbt ration has
and
According to Sect ion 11-44-21
enforced their penalty of each
the right to change the work
b. that t h e d eci io n is
offender ha in~ to pay $4 15 for
of the R hode Island General
sched ule of teacher according
academically deficie nt
Law:
c. that he FClferation adopt to the conI ran .tgrcement. The
Any pe rso n 1.0 will fuUy or
the
faculty's original consensus
contract states that the school
knowingly gives or a Id s or
(0 add fi ve or ix minutes to the
management can not alter
a bets in giVing any fal e alarm
regu lar class schedule and not
working conditions of the
or fire by any means shall be
alter the original semest er's
facult y. The teachers feel the
guilty
of a misdemeanor and
Cobane
calendar in any way"
schedule change violates this
upon conviction thereof shall
T he memo went on to say that
clause. T he co ntract also says
through the dorms on the way
be punished by imprisonment
culmination period would be
that administration has the right
fron. the Pub and the Country
of not less than thirty (30) days
restored and that the faculty
to manage the college. T he
Comfort as we ll as non-student
or fined not less than $100."
administration j ustifies actions
wou ld conduct the remainder of
guests. The locking ofthe'ilo rms
According to Section 11-4-10 of
as being within the scope of this
the semester in accordance with
will prohibit this pass through
the Rhode Island General Laws:
clause.
the motion passed by the
damage and vandalism which
"Every person who unlawfully
It appears that confusion has
usually takes its form in pulled and without just cause willfully Federation.
set in among students and
During this past week, some
fire alarms, garbage dumped in or knowingly tampers with,
faculty . Some teachers are
the public a reas, broken ceiling interfers with or in any way faculty members were working
telling their classes t h at
according to the motion as
tiles, wind ows, lights and doo rs.
impairs any public fire alarm
culmination has been returned
Jerry Ramos explained, "We are apparatus, wire or associated stated in the memo, but they
to the original for mat and that
consitituted far from a majority.
hoping that the locking of the equipment, shall be guilty of a
The president of the Bryant
dorms during the month period
five to six minutes will be added
felony and upon conviction
to each class to account fo r the
Faculty Federation, Dr. Joseph
of time will translate itself into thereof, shall be punished by a
lost time. There are also teachers
decreased vandali s m and
Ilacqua, said the Federation felt
fine of not less than $1,000 nor
who are not following the
damage in the public areas ofthe
that the "majority of students
more than $5,000 or shall be
Federation motion and have not
resident halls. Hopefully this will
and faculty will best be served by
imprisoned for not less than one
changed anything. Rumo rs are
assist in decreasing the amount year nor more than five years or returning culmination" as
of money the general student
originally scheduled. He went flowing freely and there seems to
both."
body will have to pay for damage
on
to say the school could still be a variety of ideas as to ho w the
1'ampering is considered to
caused by the very few ."
"preserve
the academic quality semester will be finished .
be any unlawful person touching
As of March 2, the
All the damage and
by
giving
teachers latitude in
or using a fire alarm or fire
vandalism results in higher room
making
up
the
lost
time."
February
15 decision of the
extinguisher for their express
and board cost so it is in the best
Calendar Committee is still
purpose."
interest of the students that this
The memo from the being carried out. HopefulJ.y,
Vandalism Costs
policy be tested . This means
Federation
was directed to within the next week, the
When vandalism and damage
everyone will have to have their
members
of
the Calender President's Office will clear up
occurs because of carelessness or
keys on them at all times. Also,
Committee,
Dr.
Lowell
C. Smith any misunderstandings within
malicious intent, the expenses
visitors will have to be invited to
and
all
the
Faculty
members.
the Bryant Community.
incurred are great. From August
the dorm or call before they go
I, 1976 to July 31, 1977, the
over. This is a policy that is
. following cost of repairs in the
currently followed in the
dorms were incurred:
I'omen's dorms and in the coed
Doors- 132 new doors were
situation in dorm 10. It is hoped
institution has between 700-800
Dr. Lowell Smith has resigned
installed, totaling $12,054.65,
that conflicts with this will be
undergraduate students and
plus a $3~ charge per door to as Vice President of Academic
minimal since most inter-dorm
offers primarily a Business
hang them, meaning another Affairs after being selected as the
traffic occurs before the 12:30
Administration curriculum.
president
of
Nichols
.fourth
$3960 for labor.
a.m . Weekend locking times and
College in Dudley, Mass. The
Ceiling Tiles- 52 cartons of
the 2:00 a.m. Weekend locking
A search committee will be
tiles and 624 ceiling panels resignation comes after 3 Y2 years
time. Hopefully the students will
on the administrative staff at
formed to find a replacement for
amounting to $151 7.44.
cooperate in every way in this
the position of Vice President of
Glass replacement in dorms Bryant.
effort to decrease dorm damage
Dr. Smith will begin his duties
Academic Affairs in the near
. came to $6105.79
and vandalism.
future .
. cont to page /4 co/. / at Nichols on April I, 1978. The

D orm Lock-up to Start this
Month
by R od
In an effort to curtail part of
the damage and vandalism
believed to be done by students
pa · ·ing through the do rms in the
lat r hours of the night , a ·
proposal for locking the dorms
has been initialed by three
resident a si tants: Courtenay
Foote. Zack Lyga , and Rod
Cohane.
St a rting M arch 27, the dorms
will be locked at 12:30 a.m.
unday throug h Thursday and
2:00 a. m . Friday a nd Saturday.
This program will run for one
month , un tiJl April 27, on a trial
ba i and will be monitored by
all R A's and security. At the end
of t he month it will be
deter mined by Courtenay, Zack
and Rod whether the proposal
was effeetive in its objectives and
whether to make it a regular
policy of the college begining
September J978.
Jerry Ramos, Housing
Coordinato r. the Res ident
Assistant staff, a nd the Resident
Student Judicia l Board feel that
much of the occuring dorm
damage and vandaUsm is caused
by rela ti ve ly fe w students

Meet the Prez
Com e talk with the President
o n an informal basis. On March
8 a nd M arch 29 the President
will be hold ing his Meet the Prez
ession s in the Student Center
fro m 2-4 p.m.

Lowell Smith Resigns
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Pledging-"Is if Out of Hand"

Are we making up culmination period,. what about the Monday after
SpriD~ Break , how about the five mInutes added to every cl ass?

T he Calendar Committee took the Initiative of deciding how time
was go ing to be made up, if any at all, because of the storm . Did the
Calendar C ommittee have the authority to do so? They decided to
change culmmat lOn period to regularl~' sched uled classes , and make the
Monday after Spring Break not a holiday. In the listing of the
Commtttee 's of Bryant College the charge of this Committee is as
follows: "The C alendar Committee is to review the calendar as
puhli bed for the 1978-1979 academic year and as propsed for 1979-80
to determine if modifications therof are desirable and if so the
Commi ttee' s recommendations and rationale therefor ." This re~rt is
to be ubm itted to the Vice President of Academic Affairs. It doesn 't~
ho h h h
f h
.
. '
.
appear. as t . ug t e c arge 0 t e committee co lOCI des WIth the
. .
.
authomy that was taken .
The FederatIOn was not satisfIed WIth the Calendar Committee's
deciSion so they took their own initiative. The Federation proposed
tha t 5 mi nutes be added to every class , run Culmination period as it was
last ~'eaT and keep Monday , March 27th as a vacation day . This decision
was voted op by the Federation and passed . How many of the teachers
have adopted it though? The Teacher's Federation is a union although
few of the teachers have adopted what the union decided . There are
about 3 or 4 teachers who are not in the Federation . The strength of this
be
h I k'
. somew at ac mg.
organiza tion seems to
The Student Advisorv• Committee was also dissatisfied with the
Calendar Committee's deci sion . Thev made a sta·tement· to the
C II!Qdar C ommittee, Lowell Smith: the Teacher.'s· Federation ,
Curriculum Committee and the student body in the last Archway
voi ing such an opinion . The Student Advisory Committee wanted
Culmination period not to be regularl y scheduled classes because of the
po ibiliry that students could receive in excess of three tests in one
dav.
,
So 'where does this leave all of us? Many of us are making plans for
Spring vacation at this time. Are there classes on Monday or not?
Lowell mith hasn 't changed his dec ision , Dr. O 'Hara wi(1 be back
fr I
o icia Iy toda, (He has been on vacation for the past week . ) now it is
ultlmatelv up [0 him.
Who hould have a voice on such an issue? The schedulIng or
restructuring of da s has such an Impact on the w hole of the Bryant
Communltv One committee composed of 2 facu lty, 2 adm inistrators,
and 2 faculty members . or should it involve everyone in 'ome organi zed
way? T he answer e.ems qui te e ident. Some a rt of procedure must be
~ t up so that thiS event does not happen agai n.

-"Initiation"

....

Dear Edifor,_
The word "initiation" is one welcoming each student into a
which, in some situations, can community where he or she
·have excellent connotations; the could develop his or her
beginning of a process; a pote.ntial to the iullest.
welcoming ritual.
. Your response may be that all
However, when the word is done is "fun". You may feel
'"initiation" involves the hazing that plenty of time is given for
process of a fraternity or "study". However, in most cases,
sorority,notations are not
the pledges are so exhausted that
always so pleasant. In some study is impossible. · If your
cases, initiation can result in
position is one of caring, th~n the
illness, degradation, hostility. As students will be assisted in
a matter of fact, the various
becoming better, not worse,
activities utilized .by some students during the initiation
groups to "test" their fledglings _process. Perhaps one element of
may indeed be expressions of the initiation period might be
hostility. Many individuals feel
~ nrollment in a study-skills
that if they were made to suffer seminar at the Counselling
when they were pledginJZ so too Center.
should the new memben .
In conclusion, I realize
One of the consequences of
fraternities and sororities can be
the pledging process is the loss of
excellent organizations. I would
valuable study time. Obviously,
simply recommend that the
college is not a one-sided
initiation be a reflection of the
experience. Belonging to a
ideals of each group.
fraternity or sorority may
Sinoerely,
become a valuabable asset.
However, if· one fails one's
Dr. Joanne Morgeon
courses because of incomplete or
poorly done assignments, the
To D.C. Lax Men,'
college. experience amay not be
"I was unable to print
completed either!
My challenge to each
your letter to me because of
fraternity and sorority is to a technical problem .
become the most caring, helpful,
PLEASE come up to the
supportive group on campus.
Then the process of initiation Archway so we can discuss
would truly be an experience of this sna .

LBI." IEBS
., TO -THE

E.,TOa

Dear E(titor,

When this letter appears experienced these incidents can
before the Bryant community, certainly feel some anger •
Pledging will be in its last day for towards the perpurtrators, and
certain Frats and Sororities. pity towards the victims.
I) It was observed about two
'Others will have finished on \the
day this was written. During the weeks ago that a certain
Brother / Sister not only
! past couple of weeks. I have
confiscated
a Pledge's mail, but
eob~.erved the process of
To make matters
opened
it.
b~coming a. Brother of Sister
er
worse,
this
same
person looked
, ~Ith Igrehat mhterebst. Mpalttd . of
tact, t oug t a out e gmg at the contents, extracted a
myself. But I could not convince check, and put it in his/ her
This letter is not for tbe entire
myself that it was worth the pocket! I realize that the check
Bryant College commuruty. It is
effort. As I look back, it was , could not be cashed and addressed to the few on this
probably one of the best probably was returned. But this campus that are so immature
decisions of my life. Because in is not the point. What is that the possess no respect for
those two to three weeks I have important, however, is that the the property of others. 1 am
seen college students reduce.~t~o, Pledge's privacy was invaded, speaking of last week's theft of
a~d treated like a~imals. Alon, which I find hard to understand . the mixer gign. If whoever
_With Frat/S~ronty. members But what justification is there for responsible for the theft had
tr.a nsformed l~tO third grade . the actual removal of contents realized the time and the ~ort
dictators. All m the name of from mail! As a side note; the put into creating thllt ' s(gn.
"traditional", no less. As a result, Pledge never saw this happen, maybe they would have thdught
I must bring these events to the which makes it even more twice about destroying it, but
forefront for all Bryantonians to apalling!
then again, because of their
study.
.
2) On two separate occasions, immatuflty they probably would
Before
present my injured Pledges (the injuries have torn it down anyway.
You know who yo u are, 0 I
arguments (criticisms). let me were most likely incurred
won't
bring names into this. I
outside
of
Pledging)
were
forced
.
make clear what I will and will
not do. 1) I am not accusing all to ~o things their injuries made just want to say that I hope your
the Frats and Sororities. Only impossible. In return, they stupidious action will not ban
those I saw commit flagrant received both physical and future publicity for independent
abuses of what Pledging is verbal abuse from the parties or events. For others to
supposed to stand for. 2) I will Brothers / Sisters. Pledges are suffer because of your dumb
not name names of any group or HUMAN BEINGS! It is mistake would be pitiful.
individual. It is not my purpose
Bob LeBlanc
(,ont. 10 p. /0 col. I
to play judge, jury, and jail
against anybody. Instead, I want , .- - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- .....

Immaturity

Dear Editor,

T'HE

ARCHWA~

to get the Brothers and Sisters to
reassess their goals and
purposes. 3) I am not advocating '
tbe abolishment of Frats and
Editor-In-Chief
Sororities. Nor am I pushing for
Cindy Rowan
the endin~ of Pledging. Frats
and Sororities have their
Business Manager
.purpose on campus , and
Joe Butler
Pledging should be changed
Managing Editor
from a three-ring circuS, to a
Dean Marchessault
respectable part of, and
reflection of the Bryant
News Editor .... ............................ ... ....................... ..... Ron Bunoe
community.
N ow that aU the pre-game Sports Editor ................................. ... ..... .. ... ... ..... ... Pat Williams
festivities are dispensed with, it is , Asst. Sports Editor .. ............ ... ......... ............. ....... ....... Jeff T unis
time to take the field. Let's start Entertainment Editor .. ..... ...... ............... ........ ........... Craig Perry
right at the beginning, and trace Photography Editor ............................. .... ........ J. W. Harrington
the transformation Pledges go Asst. Photography Editor ................................. ... .. Mike Brandtthrough from human to literallY; Production Manager ....................................... Dennis O'Connell
an animal (or in more specific ' Administrative Secretary ..................... .. .... ... ... Claire Giovanetti
terms, they become obedient
Staff
pets of the Frat/Sorority'
members). On that first Friday, News: Rod Cohane, Paul Demers, Linda Holgerson, Ed
all the Pledges are happy as can' Kasinskas, Donna Lampen, Jay Metzger, Jayne Morris, ' Liz
be with wishes of "Good Luck" Windbiel
flowing like an invisible river Sports: Harry Cohen. Jerry Gaynor, Debbie Luciano, Craig
throughout the Rotunda. Whenl Lustig, Mike Nevins, Dick Pomerantz, Fred Tanguay, Joe Welch
the magic hour arrives, everyone ;
runs off to begin. At first, all the Entertainment: Debbie Brunner
Pledges seemed to accept their Photopaphy: Chris Blasko, Sue Chan, Ann Ciaccio, Bruce
position, but after the first week, Coates, Fran Erba, Mano Howard, Jane Lumsden, Sean
the abuse began to creep in with McNamee, Karen Miller, Elaine Wuertz
sudden swiftness. During the last
two 'weeks, Pledges' faces were Production: Karen Berube, Patty Brennan, Nancy Delis, Bill
written in a depression spelled Huckman, Robert Jean, Candy LaBombard, Lynn MacRae,
with a capital 0, as they were Tom Markoski, Cindy Pelletier, Mark Van Dyne
reduced to an almost trance-like Phototypesettinc: Lynda Babitz, Maureen Lyons·, Sue Neville,
state. Instinctively, they did as Janis Reed, Janet S.wartz
ordered with no visual evidence
ARCHWAY is composed weekly during the academic year excluding
of individualism. It had no THE
vacations by the undergraduate students of Bryant College. The publisher is
longer become "easy". They' Bryant College. This newspaper is written and edited entirely by a student staff and
were supposedly "Pledging".
no form of censorship at all is exerted on the contents or style of any issue. The
While this last paragraph may news and opinions expressed in this publication are those of the students and may _
soun~ a bit too descriptive, it is; not necessarily reflect the official views ofthe faculty and administration of Bryant
College. THE ARCHWAY is printed by Colony Press. Inc., 770 Sou thbridge
the only way I can bring home' Street, Auburn, Massachusetts 01501, by offset.
the general atmosphere I felt
considered objectionable by the Editorial Board will not be accepted.
during my time of observation. Copy
Announcements and news releases from the College and surrounding community
But the time has come to bring in are printed at the discretion of the Editor-in-Chief.
the heaVy artillery. It is not time
Offices are located on the third floor, east wing of the Unistructure. Mailing
to bring the major abuses to the address is Box 37. Bryant College, Smithfield, Rhode Island, 02917. Office phone
spotlight for all to see. Those of is (401) 231-1200. extenlion 311 and 313.
you who may have seen or ." _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....
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Letters Continued
A

Dy~amite

Concert

Dear Editor,
For a business school, there sales are dragging. I have only
one thing to say: You people
sure are many business stu'dents
want concerts, but won't support
attending here. The reason why I
them. You say you don't like the
say this? After considering the
but don't want to pay high prices
price of concerts these days and
the deal that is being offered to
for the really big names. What
the Bryant Community, one do you want- Beatles?
Come on Bryant- make up
would imagine students would
your mind. If you want more
jump at the current concert
offer.Bui not the future financial
concerts, show it by supporting
the ones you get. If you don't 
wizards at this institution! They
would rather wait and see the then simply resign yourself to
same concert somewhere else at
being boring for the rest of your
twice the price.
life.
What am I talking about? The .
Charles Brown
Student Programming Board is
presentirig a dynamite concert
Pure Praire League with special P:S.-If this one dies I understand
guests, Silverado-at a ridicously all Program money is gOlle for
low price- only $3.00 for an the rest of the Semester.
advance ticket. But the ticket including Spring Weekend!

Promptness

Sophomore Senator---Ken Claflin
As a Sophmore Senator, Ken groups in their form prepara
Claflin enjoys Bryant and says tion.
his favorite accomplishment is
As the Chairman of the Food
good grades. After putting alot Committee, Ken tries to resolve
of hard work into anything problems that come up and he
(grades and his Fraternity discusses complaints with Gary.
included), the successful He sa~ "Saga says that we are on
accomplishment is his reward .
a fiv~eek cycle, but it seems we
Ken is from Wallington, are tlways eating the same thing
Connecticut and he is an (pasta and hamburg). I think we
Accounting major. He took need a menu change.
Accounting in High School and
When asked how he feels
liked it so much that he decided about Senate, Ken replied, "I
on that for his major here at can't see one area for
Bryant.
' improvement. I think Ray is
As a Brother of Phi Sigma Nu, doing a great job as President
Ken adds to the cross-sec$>n of and I feel sorry for whoever has
the Senate. Because this i~his to step in his shpes. He is so
first year as a senator, Ken said orpp.izedJ~nd cfoe'S a great job."
'1 really don't know what to do
While we were discussing his
and find it hard to get into it. roll as a Fraternity Brother, Ken
Next year I hope to do more.'"
said, "We should be mote
Some of Ken's duties include friendly, I think the Gr~eks get
the Chairmanship of the Foods too competitive. Personally, I
Committee and Chairmanship like all Greek organizations - but
of the Clubs and Organizations I don't- want to brag.
Committee. As Chairman of
'1f I could change anything at
clubs and Organizations, Ken 'Bryant, it would be the addition
organize~ the registration forms
of Fraternity and Sorotity
and helps advise these individual houses. I think it would be nice if

Dear Editor,
The recent blizzard has left us
with a completely unanticipated
. set of problems and dilemmas
that we all must cope with,
Foremost on this list for college
students is the matter of making
up lost class time. Apparently
the solution has been to extend
class periods for an extra five
minutes.
In theory, this may sound
feasi ble, but in actuality, the
plan has had drawbacks. The
reason is that instructors have a
natural tendency to keep classes
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we would not have to live in the
dorms."
Some of Ken's hobbies are
Coin-Collecting, Partying and
Sports. He plays on all Intra
mUf'al teams for Phi Sig. He also
enjoys listening to mello rock
music, especially Bob 'Walsh.
When asked if he has a hero,
Ken said the closest facsimile is
Sherlock Holmes because he
always read him and Ken likes
his deduction methods.
1IIIIInIHlllmIllHIIIIIIIIIIIHlluHlnIN......

REMINDER:
Student Senate
Meetings
every
Wednesday
3:15 p.m.
......1IIIIIIII1I11IIIl1liII1II_ _IIIIIIII11..

Student Senate Minutes
late. This is commendable on
front an educational standpoint,
but when coupled with the recent
time addition, release times stray
uncomfortably close to
following class periods. The end
result is that classes last almost
to the hour, but must begin late
because of tardiness.
Hopefully, instructors will
remember others and be prompt
concerning release times. In this
way, we can avoid a potential
paradox.
Paul Demers

Publicity and the Student
Programming Board
Dear Editor,

The meeting of February 22,
1978 was called to order by Ray
Schideler at 3:30 in Room 342. A
motion was made to accept the
minutes of February IS, 1978. It
was seconded and passed.
Chris VanLuling stated that a
mixer will be held on Friday,
February 24 featuring the band,
Kinland. Sno' Queen Weekend
was postponed to March 10 and
II due to the snowstorm. Dr.
Fischman is putting together a
jazz day for April 13. It will
include: history of jazz from 10
to 12 in the auditorium, Duke
Bellaire from 12 to I in the
Rotunda and from I to 2 in the
auditorium, and a jazz trio will
play during dinner.

As Chairman of the SPB,
feel it necessary to once again
speak out on some recent events
involving the Student Program
ming Board . Of major
importance here is the case
involving the missing poster, and
its, related implications.
On Tuesday, Feb. 21, Bob
LeBlanc spent nearly three hours
designing and painting a Mixer
, sign for the SPB. Bob, who isn't
even a student at Bryant, does all
of his paintings for the Board on
a volunteer basis. We hung the
sign in the Rotunda later in the
afternoon, it being the major
form of our pUblicity for this
event. Sometime during the
night the sign disappeared, and
after checking with maintenence
and other SPB members, our
only conclusion can be that the
sign was stolen.

Another event was planned
for the same night on campus,
and it is our belief that an
individual feared our competi
tion. While we are flattered that
our mixers are seen as crowd
drawing events, we are of the
opinion that this campus is large
enough to plan two events for
the same date, without any
competition resulting.
We are extremely disturbed
that any group or individual can
show such disrespect for our
efforts as to feel that they can
simply remove our publicity and
damage our event. The
programming Board is a stricyly
volunteer organization,
motivated solely by its desire to
bring better programs and
events to campus. Our
motivation has been damaged by
. this action, and must now be

IIII.IIIIIIIDIIHIIII"IIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIDIIIHII

Wine Tasting

_llllllllllllllIUlllllnlllllllllll• •IIIIII.1

Wine appears to be the current
7:30 in the Faculty Dining
rage at Bryant. There are wine
Room. ' The 40 people who
and cheese receptions, special ' participate (we unfortunately
wine nights in the Pub, and now
have to limit the number of
to help you determine if you're
"tasters") will taste six kinds of
drinking good wine or if you
wine. You'll find out how to
should send the bottle back-- a· judge the "overall quality" ot a
WINE TASTING!
winn--what to look for when you
David Tower, director of the
peer into the glasses; what to
Sine Institute of New England,
swirl for ; what to sniff for; and
• will host this savory sipping
even how to swallow the stuff for '
ession Monday, March 6 at
the "total ex perience" of the

wine. And not to be outdone,
there'll be cheese at this event,
too.
•
$2.00 tickets are available in
the Student Affairs Office from
1-3 p.m. In the event that not all
40 are sold, then tickets will be
available at the door.
It has been said that "from
wine what sudden friendship
spring"--so, do come and sip and
spring some friendship.

restored.
I have asked the Office of
Student Affairs to investigate
this matter and uncover the
culprit(s) involved. Reprimands
are needed, as the rights of all
Clubs on campus to freely
advertise their events are
threatened. As for the SPB, we
will continue to promote our
events, believing that this
incident will not be repeated and
more extensive penalties called
for.
Sincerely,
Chris VanLuling
Vice President of the Student
Senate

Providence College rs
spon.soring a Leadership
Conference on March 3-5. The
cost is $10 per person. They will
host various seminars and
activities for different colleges in
the area whg, have been invited.
Interested Senators are asked to
see Ray.
Dr. Fullerton wants to set up a
committee with student
representation to give input on
planning the new dorm. The
Senators saw a diagram of the
dorm and Ray explained the lay
out to them. Discussion was held
on the effect 300 more students
would have to the cafeteria,
parking lot , library and athletic
facilities.
Elections were held for a
vacant freshmen seat. Chris
Blasko was elected .
Cindy Rowan explained that
the Faculty Federation voted to
return culmination to its'
original schedule and to change
Monday after Easter back to a

day off. To make up for lost time
from the storm, the faculty voted
to add five minutes to each class.
The Senate voted to support this
proposal. A final decision from
the Administration IS still
pending.
A motion was made to
adjourn the meeting. It was
seconded and passed. The
meeting was adjourned at 5:05.
Attendance
Executive Council-Ray
Shideler, Chris VanLuling.
Steve Ginsburg. Sharon
McGarry, Deanna Grader
Legislative Body-Chip Reich
hard, Tim Barry, Ted Kunker,
Sue Savitt, Keith Mahler,
Wayne Fernandes, Keith
Esmark, Zack Lyga. Scott
Pinette, Mark Nickel. Mike
Nevins, Howie Rappoport, Sue
Krupski, Ken Claflin, Cathy
Anderson, Robin Punzi, Cathy
Kirk, Barb Buchanan, Alex
Houston. Fran Erba
Excused-Joanne Tattersall

Poster Contest Rules
(Co-sponsors: Resident Student Bookstore has posters of that
,Judicial Board and Student size available). The poster itself
Senate)
must be white, but any colors for
Here's your chance to get drawings. lettering, etc. is
involved in a worthy cause, win permitted. Every poster must
some money, and flaunt your revolve around the theme of
talent.
locking your door and
All full-time undergraduate remembering your key, along
Bryant students are invited to with your own ideas.
participate (excluding those
The posters will be judged on
members on the RSJ8). The the basis of:
contc!st co-sponsors will award
a) Conveying the theme ~,
$25 for the first prize poster, $15
b) Attractiveness
for the second prize poster, and
c) Neatness
$10 for the third prize poster.
d) Originality
The contest will be held from
e) Creativity
March 6 through March 9, and
All posters will be- put on
the posters will be judged March display in the Rotunda on
9 by the RSJB members wprking Friday, March 10 after judging.
on this campaign. All posters with the winning posters marked
must be submitted to Student accordingly. The winners will be
Affairs by 4:30 on Thursday, notified by the RSJB. and will be
March 9.
announced in the Archway.
Each contestant must put on
All posters submitted
the back of the poster his / her automatically become property
name, local address, telephone of Student Affairs , who assumbc
number, mailbox number, and th.e rights and privileges of
classification number.
dupl-icating and displaying the
The poster size whould be as posters.
close to 20~x 26" as possible (the , Good luck to all contestants!
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1978 Commencement Awards
The Commencement Awards
Committee is issuing a CAll
FOR NOMINATIONS for the
1978 Commencement Awards
for DECEMBER and MAY
Graduates! The committee
encourages wide participation in
these nominations to assure that
those who are most worthy are
selected to be honored.
Nominations may come from
any member of the Bryant
Community. Act today!
Nomination forms are available
in the Student Senate Office,
Faculty Office Suites, and the
Registrar's Office.
The Commmittee is composed
of two students (linda Serino,
and Dennis O'Connell), two
faculty members (Mrs. Pauline
Tucker and Mr. Richard
Fountaine), . and two admini
strators (Ms. Gerri Hura and Dr.
Clarrissa Patterson). If you have
any questions, please address
them to a committee member.
Details of the awards follow:

GEORGE M. PARKS
AWARD
Bachelor's Degree Candidate
Done the most to enhance the
college's reputation through
intelligent use of recognized
leadership qualities.
JEREMIAH CLARK
BARBER AWARD
Bachelor's Degree Candidate
Shown most consistent record
of improvement in mastering the
subject matter of a specific
academi~. program.
SELF- RELIANCE AWARD
Bachelor's Degree Candidate
Shown desire to fulfill career
objective through work
experience in the field to be
pursued, extracurricular
activities, and academic
excellence in major.
BRYANT COllEGE
AWARD
Bachelor's Degree Candidate
Demonstrated in classroom
activIties significant improve
ment in critical thinking and

research, and who has displayed
thoroughness in analyzing facts
and figures.
ROGER W. BABSON
AWARD
Bachelor's Degree Candidate
Distinguished within college
community because of
character, orderly mind, sound
judgement, and systematic
business habits.
~RYANT COllEGE GOOD
CITZENSHIP AWARD
Demonstrated the qualities of
sincerity and vigorous industry
in the interest of good citzenship
and who has, by example,
furthered better government on
or off campus.
KAPPA TAU BROTHER
HOOD AWARD
Exhibited outstanding
brotherhood and leadership in
promoting pOlicies beneficial to
Bryant College and the entire
student body.
DEADLINE, APRIL 3, 1978

Brycol Elects New Directors
Four students have been
elected to the BR yeOl Board
of Directors. They are Nancy
Delis, a fourth semester
management major; Mary
Hartman, a second semester

executive secretarial major;
attending Board meetings,
Terry Mills, a second semester · coordinating services and
business education major; and
programs, and setting policy for
all BR YCOl ope'rations
Dennis O'Connell, a sixth
semester accounting major.
including the Country Comfort
Directors are responsible for
and The Boutique Shop.
Directors are evaluated by an
interview screening process,
leadership and decision-making
abilities and performance in
working with other students.
Another factor is past
performance-for example, the
four applicants were part of the
BR YCOl Apprentice Program
initiated for student involvement
purposes. This program is stilI
in effect. Anyone interested
should visit the BRYCOl House
and fill out an application. There
are Board positions open for
April elections to students
desiring to serve in BRYCOL.
BR YCOl wishes to congrat
Photo by Michael Brandt
'date
the newly-appointed
Left to RiCht: Dennis O'Connell, Mary Hartmm, Nancy Delis md
lirectors.
Terry Mills

To Make Myself Perfectly Clear ...
When I was told that the
Director of the Library wished
to see me, I was rather afraid .
And after he had finished
speaking, my fear was
confirmed.
Misrepresentation
and misinterpretation had
struck again.
.
In a prior article entitled
"Overcrowding," (February 13,
1978) I quoted the Barron's
Guide as to its rating of library
size. It stated that a libra.,. with
an undergraduate ratio of Jess
than 50 to I was an inferior
library. Bryant with a ratio of 38
to I fit into this category.
Bryant's library does not have as
many books as it should to reach
the quota it "should" meet. Its
80,000 volumes is well below the
150,000 it should have-BUT
Bryant does meet accreditation
standards, and from having just
35,000 volumes several years
back, has made remarkable
progress. Additionally, Bryant is
Rhode Island's resource center
for business literature.
However, the point of the
article was not meant to question

the library as being adequate as
far as quality, but to wonder at
the effect the new dormitories
will have on its resources, along
with the rest of Bryant's
facilities, which in this writer's
opinion, will be over-used.

I want to thank the Director of
the library, Dr. John Hannon
for taking the time to clarify this
matter. I must admit, however,
that I was hoping for more than
one (I) response to the article.

Win a C()mpete Set
Of Albums
WJMF and Music World are
sponsoring a contest to design a
logo. All members of the Bryant
Community are invited to
participate. The winning design
will appear on all WJMF
promotion, T-shirts, and a new
sign will be painted in the
station's offices.
The winner will be awarded a
comp!ete set of Steely Dan
albums courtesy of Music World
Record Shops located in the
lincoln Mall.
Contest rules are as follows:
I} Contest is open to all mem bers
of the Bryant Community with
the exception of W JMF
Directors. employees, and staff.

2} Each person may submit only
one entry.
3} Entries should be submitted
on a piece 8 W'x II '.' paper with
entrants name and phone
number on back.
4} Entries will be judged for
originality and creativity.

..

5} Entries must be submitted to
Box 36 on or before 3: 15 on
March 28, 1978. Winner will be
announced and logo published
in March 31 Archwav.
6} All entries become property of
Bryant College Broadcasting
Service-WJMF.

March 3, 1978

Gertrude Hochberg Alumni
Scholarsh· Fund
Gertrude Meth nochberg,
former Public Relations
Director and first woman Vice
President for Public Affairs of
Bryant College, has been
honored by the College Alumni
Association. In a letter sent to
Mrs. Hochberg, louise M.
Scott, President of the Executive
Board of the Association,
annouced the establishment of
an endowed $5,000 Gertrude
Hochberg Alumni Scholarship
Fund to be awarded to' a
deserving son or daughter of an
alumnus.
Mrs. Hochberg retired last
June after serving the College for
twenty-eight years.' Her
reputation as one of the
outstanding college publicists in
New England was recognized by
the ACPRA, American College
Public Relations Association's
"Award for Excellence in News
Information" in 1973. Two years
later, Mrs. Hochbergwas named
winner of the Eleanor R . Collier
Award for "Outstanding
Contributions to Higher
Education."
According to Mrs. Scott,
however, the Bryant alumni is

I
acknowledging the numerous
contributions Mrs. Hochberg
made to the Alumni Association
during her years at Bryant
College. "Gertrude Hochberg
gave so much to so many that it
seemed only fitting to establish a
scholarship fund in her name to
carryon her unselfish spirit of
giving," stated Mrs. Scott.
Selection of the recipient of
the Hochberg scholarship will be
made by the College scholarship
committee, Professor James
Estey, Chairman.

Mal Evans Addressed
Mal Evans of Providence, a
student at Bryant College, and
Roberta Hysell of Greenville,
Director of Talent Development
for the College, addressed
members of the ninth grade
classes at Central High School
recently. They spoke on behalf
of the Youth Motivation Task
Force ofthe National Alliance of
Businessmen. Evans, a graduate
of Central High School, is
president of the Bryant Black
Students' Organization, Wantu
Wazuri.
The Youth Motivation Task
Force is designed to encouraged
and motivate disadvantaged
students to stay in the
educational system in order to
achieve the basic preparations
for careers. The National
Alliance of Businessmen allows

secondary school students to
come in direct contact with
successful business men, women
and college students from
origins similar to 'their own.
Their goals include a reducation
of the dropout rate among
disadvantaged s tu d e n ts ,
information on private sector
opportunities and the reassur
ance that opportunities do exist
for business and public service
careers.
The' Rhode Island youth
project is under the direction of
George Bolden, of the Kaiser
Aluminum and Chemical
Corporation. The Alliance is
supported by industry and the
public sector.
Bryant College, as a member
institution of higher education,
has .made a committment to
participate on the student level.

Judy Litoff Honored by Faculty
1975, she has participated in the
Rhode Island Women's Health
Conference and the Berkshire
Conference. Her topics
included: "'History of Women's
Health'" and "'Health Care and
the Woman Patient." Together
with her husband, Hal Litoff,
she co-authored an article on
"Working Women in Maine,"
published in the magazine
LABOR HISTORY.
A native of Georgia, Dr.
, Litoff received her. B.A. and
Photo by f . W. M.A. degrees from Emory
University, and her Ph.D. from
The Bryant College Faculty the University of Maine. She is a
Seminar Committee will host a member of the Coordinating
wine and cheese reception to Committee on Women in the
Historical Profession, the
honor the new book AMER
ICAN MIDWIVES, 1860 to the Organization of American
present by Dr. Judy liloff. Dr. Historian, Women Educators of
litoff, Assistant Professor of Rhode Island and Women
History at Bryant College, is an Educators of Bryant.
Dr. litoff resides i n
expert in the field of health care
as it applies to women. Since Pro,vidence with her husband
joining the Bryant faculty In and two daughters.
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SlIfJfDn Mc(}fJffY
The Office of President, to me,
is very important. H takes a lot of
time and effort to do the job well.
I am fully aware of the
responsibilities of an Executive
Council position as well as the
expectations of a Senator:
Having served as a Freshman
Senator, I strived to understand
the procedures, attitudes, and
concerns of the Bryant
community. Trying to help
whenever possible was my main
objective . As Sophomore
Senator, I was Co-chairperson
for the Parents Weekend
Committee , Ad-Hoc , and
chairperson to the Faculty
Liason Committee.

My name is Janice .LaBelle iextbooks, by this I mean mostly mean commuters on one side,
The most challenging position
resident students the other, and
the buying and selling 'of used
this year, was being appointed and I am running for Vice
administrators being the third .
Secretary of the Student Senate president of the Student Senate. books.
We should all rally together to
in November. This has given me I am presently a sophmor
Some channels of communi
a new insight and understanding commuter representative to the cation to the administrative eliminate these groups and make
it just one group. I am not saying
of how the Executive Council Student Programming Board. offices are slowly beginning to
functions and particularly the I<lOw, I don't want to list all the open. And one of my goals that each one of you should
obligations of the Senate thing I have been involved in would be to open those doors attend meetings or filte in and
because I am not running on a and others ,even wider. After all out of offices to express your
President.
we are their main and most opiions and become aware of
Having been priviledged to I platform of my accomplish
receive this experience thus far in ments, I am running to be a important reason for being here their decisions. What I am
the Student Senate, I feel I have representative for you and what and what they say and what we suggesting is that you elect
the qualifications to be President you want should be my want should not be separate. My representatives to serve you int
efforts, should I be elected, will that capacity,
accomplishments.
of the Student Senate.
The Vice-president is a full
Student awareness and be directed toward changing
I thank those who have
nominated me, and ask for your , participation like a disease in the these problems and any others to time job and I am willing to take
communicable stage is slowly the best possible means of on this job and its reponsibilities
support on March 13-14.
and do this with the whole
Thank you,
spreading but its still not an agreement.
Sharon McGarry
epidemic. This should not be.
Also, being a commuter I have hearted attention that you
Students sould be aware of the noticed, in the past two years, deserve.
Therefore, I am asking you to
decisions that are made that that there exists a lack of
effect all of us.
communication between vote for me for Vice-president of
the Student Senate on March I3
Why aren't there student resident students and com
representatives on the Board of muters. Problems may occur to and 14 so that I can help alleviate
of a Student Senator. I have Trustees? Some changes must be one side that the other 'may be these problems and any others
taken an active part in many made here. Also , changes in the totally unaware of. I see that Wft from getting out of hand.
comI}littees and in the past year was reregistration procedure as well have three groups of people hre Thank ~u,
a member of the Ways and as changes in the sale of Ol1r at Bryant. By three groups I
Means Committee . This
committee gave me a greater
insight to the financial matters of
the Senate and the responsibili
ties of the Treasurer.
In conclusion, an individual
My name is Howard one of four students representing the upcoming years. Given the
student cannot follow all the . Rappoport and I am seeking Bryant at the N.E.C.A.A .
opportunity, 1 would like to
transactions that take place in election to the seat of Vice Showcase convention held in
develop upon these programs
the Senate in one year. However, President of the Student Senate. Boston. It was at this convention
and ideas and work them into
you do have the oppurtunity to I have been a member of the that acts such as Roy
our upcoming activities.
elect a person who you can have Senate as well as the Student Meriwether Trio, Tom Parks,
Bryant is a school which is
confidence in to do an efficient Programming Board for the past and Richie Lecea were booked.
centered around student
job.
two years. I feel that the job of The S.P.B. is moving in the activities. It is through the active
So please elect Deanna Vice President is a very direciin of providing the Bryant
participation of the Bryant
Grader for Student Senate important position and should community with "'Quality
Students, that quality work will
Treasurer.
be filled with someone who has Entertainment". I feel that with get accomplished.
had the experience of both the my experience as an S.P.B.
I sincerely hope that you will
Senate and Programming member and Student Senator, I give me your support on March
Board.
can aid in the continuance of 13 and March 14.
Being a member of the S.P.B., such programs. There are many
I have gained alot of experience new Ideas and programs which I Respectfully yours,
encountered; (Tau Kappa
in the programming field . I was feel should be implemented in Howard Rappoport
Epsilon fraternity, Student
Center Pub employee;) I
anticipate that an early exposure
in government will be helpful to
. the students and to my own
personal experience.
one of last year's winners, will
As election day draws near,
.:lected as runner-up.
Five Bryant students have
All five winners are requested offer suggestions on trans
I'm sure you, the student, will see won Pell-Beard internships
me either through my job as which include stipends and an iO meet for it luncheon briefing portation , housing, and
marshal in the pub, playing with opportunity to work in the at noon in Room 225, Tuesday, activities to make their stay more
or against me on intramurals, or Washington, D.C. offices of March 7. Mr. Chris VanLuling, pleasant.
just' hanging around the Sen. Clair borne Pell and
Rotunda. It is my sincere wish Congressman Edward Beard.
that you write-in JOHN The five students will spend
"AUSTIN" HEALY as Student March 20-24 in the offices of
Senate Treasurer on election Sen. Pell and Congressman
Beard doing practical legislative N ewly
day.
e~cfed Student Senators: Alex
Thank you very much,
. work and becoming acquainted
Houston (Sophomore), Fran Erba
with activity on CapitOl Hill.
John Healy
The five Bryant winners will (Freshman), Miriam Wiesel (Freshman) and
have essential expenses defrayed Chris Blasko (Freshman).
by a special stipend in the
amount of $ I50 or more,
according to Prof. Camp,
an application. In order to Chairman of the Faculty
maintain a quality tutoring Selection Committee which
program, we must require two
picked the five students.
faculty recommendations. There
Moreover, Bryant is the only one
is a severe shortage of tutors of the ~ine participating area
(especially calculus) so colleges which provides such
financial support, Prof. Camp
additional qualified tutors are noted.
greatly needed. This is a great
The five winners include
opportunity to help your fellow
Ernest Almente, Jeannie Houle,
students, so please, either stop
Brian Hunter, Mary Ann Ruane
by the New Directions Office or. and Robert Thumith. In
call 23 I-l2()(), ext. 223.
. addition, Gene N oury has been
I

r;rfJd,r

How many of you actually
know where or how your $30.00
activity fee is spent'? When you
consider $30.00 per person times
2600 people, you realize how
influential the treasurer'sjobcan
be. For this reason, I feel you
should give more than a passing
thought to whom you will vote
for as Student Senate Treasurer.
I am running for the job as
Treasu rer because I feel I have
the interest, ex perience, and
comrniltment to do a thorough
job of managing the Student
Senate's finances. This will be
my fourth year on the Senate
and il) this time I have had an
oppurtunity to see how it
operates and the responsibilities

JDlln
My name is John "Austin"
Healy, and I am a write-in
candidate for the Student
Senate Treasurer position here
at bryant College.
I am running for Student
Senate Treasurer in order to give
the Senate a real flavor of how
students who have not been
involved with college politics feel
about certain issues which face
them. As a fourth semester
Management majbr, I believe it
is extremely important to be
aware and involved in the
governing process of the sho-ol. I
am a qualified student, anxious
to take on a new experience
along with the variety of
experiences I have already

New Directions
Bryant College's student to
student counseling service,
NEW DIRECTIONS, is
responsible for maintaining the
Tutorial Program on campus
Each year we must expand our
file of qualified turors to meet a
growing demand for tutorial
assistance.
Students who feel they are
qualified in any specific subject
are used to PLEASE stop by the
Counseling Center and pick up

Five Students Win Pell-Beard
Washington Interships

New Senators
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SUMMER SESSION

•

INTERSESSION

Pre-registration for Summer
Session 1978

1978 Summer Intersession
(MoV 30 - June 16) 8:30 - 11 :45 a.m.

March 13 - 17
Students desiring to reserve
seats in Intersession and
Summer Session calsses are
advised to preregister during
the week of March 13, 1978 in
the Registrar's Office between
the hours of 8:45 a.m. and 4:00
p.m.
March 13 and 14-Summer
1978 and December 1978
graduates.
March 15, 16, and 17-AII
other students
IMPORTANT-PLEASE READ
1) Preregistered students
have until May 12, 1978 to' file
an application indicating
payment. After this date,
unpaid preregistered students
will be dropped from the class

lists. In other words, you give
up your reservation, but you
may still file a paid application
after that date and take your
chances with what is available.
2) Registration for Summer
courses will begin on April 16,
1978. Enrollment will be. COURSE # FILE # COURSE TITLE
through the filing of
A 241 3:5046 INTER ACCTG I
A 341 3:5068 COST ACCT. I
applications which bear the
A 343 3:5078 INCOHE TAXES
approval of the Bursar.
A 444 3:5093 ADV ACCOUNT I
3) Students are permitted to
EC 111 3:5116 PRIN OF ECON I
EC 2:51 3:51:5:5 ECON HONEY BANK
sign up for a course through
EC 494 3:5200 ECONOHIC POLICY
the second day of class. A late
E 201 3:5291 WRITTEN COHHUN
F 301 3:53:54 FINAN HGT I
registration fee of $10.00 is in
F 303 3:5361 INVESTHENTS
effect the day that classes
IH 1:52 35404 INSTIT.HOUSEKPG
L 201 3:5441 LAW CONTRACTS
begin.
L 203 3:54:58 LAW FIN TRANS
4) Stu den t s des i r i n g
LE 201 3547:5 EVIDENCE
dormitory accomodations
' LE 371 3:5:509 PUB & PRI SEC
HG 101 3:5:538 PRIN OF HGT
during the Summer Sessions
HG 254 3:5:561 LABOR RELATION
must notify the Office of
MG 25:5 3:5:564 INTERPER COHH M
Student Affairs. Check with
MG 4:55 3:5599 INTERN.MGT.SEM.
HK 101 3:5635 PRIN OF MKTG.
them as to deadlines.

Pre-registration for Fall 1978
April 3 - 11
Under the Preregistration
procedure it is the respons
ibility of each student to make
sure that courses are properly
scheduled and requirements
for a degree are met.
Prerequisites are listed on the
Master Sched u Ie-please
check.
Number of Courses: A student
may register for no more than
five courses with the following
exceptions :
(1) Seniors who will require six
courses to complete their
program by December.
(2) Secretarial students.
(3) A student with at least a 2.50
cumulative average at the end
of this semester may add a
sixth course to his or her
sch edule through the
Add/Drop form.
St dents should preregister
for their full schedule-DO
NOT rel y on Add/Drop.
Eve ning Courses: liberal
Arts courses (LA) are identified
as such on the Master'
Schedule. E201 and E371 may
be used for one of the English
electives. Should you take
both, you will use up one of
your Professional Electives. Do
not confuse LA and PR
electives.

omore course
300 level-primarily a Junior
course
400 level-primarily a Senior
course
Classification Number:
Students preregister under
their PRESENT classification
number which is based on the
number of semester hours
passed at Bryant. Transfer
students add the number of
semester hours accepted.
Students who entered in
January 1978 are ,classified as 1

1 (BA), 1A (SEq, 1T (Ted), 1B
(OA).
Schedule Changes: Chan
ges may be made in the
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE from
April 19 thro ugh Jul,..25. After
July 25, cha nges will have to be
made during the first two
weeks of the Fall Semester
through the Add / Drop form .
For Day courses, Add/Drop
changes are ' made by the
instructors. For evening
courses, Add/Drop changes
are made by the Evening
School Director.
N.I;J. Unless you preregister,
it will be assumed that you will
not be returning. Tuition bills
should be paid promptly.
During the week of August 21,
1978, schedules which have
Course Restrictions:
100 level-primarily a Freshman not received financial
_ciearance by the Business
course
2,00 level-primarily a Soph- Office will be cancelled.

'MK
M
M
'P
SC
SC
OE
OE
OE
OE
OE
SS
SS
SS

201
112
251
250
151
151
124
201
202
225
226
261
271
391

3:5651
35712
35728
35752
35781
35782
35833
35849
35854
35875
35883
35933
3594:5
35991

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

a
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
3
3
3
3
3

MKT STRATEGIES
CALCULUS BUS
STATISTICS I
PERS, SOC ADJHT
GEN BIOLOGY
GEN BIOLOGY
BEG DICT, TRANS
OFF MACH LAB I
OFF MACH LAB II
INT DICT, TRANS
ADV DICT, TRANS
HIS US TO 1877
APPR TO POLITIC
CONT SOC PROB

PREREQUISITES

ELECTIVE

PR
8
PR
8
PR
8
PR
8
LA
8
PR
8
LA
8
PR
8
PR
8
PR
8
PR
8
PR
8
PR
8
U ; Maj. ~
LE Maj. t:I
PR
8
PR
8
PR
8
PR
8
PR
8
PR
8
LA
8
LA
8
LA
8
LA
8
LA
8
OE Major S
OE Najor 8
OE Major 8
OE Major 8
OE Major 8
LA
8
LA
8
LA
8

HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF

Al42
A242
At42
A342
Ecll2
Ecll2
EI02
Al42
Jr ,Ecll2
L201
LEI02
MGIOl
MGlDl

MklOl
Mll l
Mlll
plSO
OEl23
OEl22,l24
OE22S
SS291

TENTATIVE INSTRUCTOR
WEAVER
GAUCHER
LYNCH
FONTAINE
ILACQUA
HAHONEY
LI
BIRT
RAPUANO
GUCK
CAMPER
HCLAUGHLIN,H
RAMSAY
APTT
STONE
THAKUR
MCCABE
ZEIGER
WILLIAMS
GOULD
QUIGLEY
WOOD
OLINSKY
MCALOON
BOULET
ROBINSON
OCONNELL,D
PELKEY
CLAFFEY
OCONNELL,D
MCLAUGHLIN,A
INGRAHAM
ESTEY
JOLLEY

350
351
352
353
354
355
358
3:59
2:51
360
244
347
346
343
342
361
252
2:53
OIC
254
255
247
246
245
344
34:5 ,
366
369
368
366
367
242
250
243

1978 Summer Session
(June 19 - July 25)
First Period:
8:30 - 10:00
o.m. TENTATIVE INSTRUCTOR
COURSE # TI!&L COURSE TITLE
CREDITS ELECTIVE
PREREQUISITES
A
A
A
EC
EC
E
E
1M
L
LE
HG
MG
M
SC
OE
DE
DE
OE
DE
SS
SS

142
242
342
112
265
255
259
352
202
355
250
358
111
161
131
13 2
202
233
234
251
371

40026
40054
40073
40136
40166
40316
40321
40424
40452
40497
40554
405 '2
40 6 95
4080 6
40837
4084 3
4085 4
408'8
40904
, 40916
40977

FUND ACCNT. II
INTER. ACCTG II
COST ACCT II
PRIN OF ECON II
AMER ECON HIST
AMER. LIT.
HOD SHORT STORY
PRACTICAL EXP.HIM
LAW BUS ORGAN
PLICE PUB REL
PERS ADHINIST.
SHALL BUS MGT
COL ALGEBRA BUS
EARTH CIENCE
TYP ING l
TYP ING II
OFF HACH LAB II
TYP ING III
TYPING I V
HIS OF WEST CIV
AMER. POLITI CS

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
'3'
3
2
2
2
2
2
3
3

PR
8
PR
S
PR
8
LA
8
LA
8
LA
8
IA
8
PR
8
PR
8
LE Major 8
PR
8
PR
S
LA
8
LA
S
OJ! Major 8
OK Major 8
OF. Ma j or S
OE Ma j or 8
OE Ma jor a
LA
8
IA
8

MTWTHF
A141
FERGUSON
HTWTHF
A142
FOLEY ,
MTWTHF
A34l
PERLOW
HTWTHF
Eclll
ILACQUA
MTWTHF
£elt2
MINI
MTWTHF
E102
0' CONNELL, R
MTWTHF
£10 2
GAUTHIER
MTWTHF
CAMPER
MTWTHF
L201
RA"SAY
HTWTHF
STONE
MTWTHF
Mg lO1
MCCABE
MTW'rHF'
J r. -Mg l0 1
~EIG ER
MTWTHF NHlO or 2 yra RS A1!HUKSIAN
MTWTHF
llOULET
MTWTHF
HEEK
HT WTHF
oEt3l
MEEK
HTWTHF
BERNSTEI N
/'I TWTHF
OE132
/'lEEK
MTWTHF
OE233
HEEK
MTWTHF
ESTEY
I1 TWTHF
Ss271
DECLERD

35 5
354
353
352
358
351
359
360
347
346
345
361
3 42
344
3 66
366
368
366
36 6
343
350

Second Period: 10:30 - 12:00 noon
A
A
EC
E
F
L
LE
SM
HK
H
P
PA
SC
OE
OE
8S

2A3 41062 INT ACCT III

442
372
356
451
251
353
102
265
251
253
200
151
225
226
262

410'8
41186
41338
41373
41463
41492
4i609
41659
41728
41759
41765
41781
41875
41883
41938

3
PR 10
INTER. AUDITING
3
PR 10
COH EC SYST
3
IA 10
NEW DIRECT. IN LITE3
LA 10
FINANCIAL INSTIT. 3
PR 10
CONST'L LAW
3
LA 10
POLICE RPT WRTG
3 LE Major 10
INTRO TO COMPUTER D3
PR 10
SALES MGMT.
3
PR 10
STATISTICS I
3
LA 10
ABNOR" BEHAV
3
LA 10
INT PUB AD"
3
LA 10
GEN BIOLOGY
3
LA 10
INT DICT, TRANS
3 OE Majo-qo
ADV DICT, TRANS
3 OE Majo110
HIS US SINCE 1877 3
LA 10

PREREGISTRATION
Twice a year, usually in the courses~
The master schedule of
November and April, the
students at Bryant are given classes reflects the interrela
the opportunity to select tionships of (a) the total
course~ for an ensuing session
number of students in terms of
and semester.
class (Freshman, Sophomores,
Generally, each student Juniors, Seniors) and major
should review the' College concentration; (b) the mix of
catalog to ascertain which courses required in the various
courses are required in a major curricula; (c) the Faculty, in
concentration, which courses terms of discipline and
are desired to meet needed speciality; and (d) desired
professional and liberal arts ' average class size. These
electives, and what prerequi
factors combine to generate a
.
sites have been established for list of courses.

~

Many courses are offered
every Fall and Spring. Some '
courses are offered at selected
intervals as determined by the
departments, and in such
cases, the student should
check .. with the department
chairman.
Admittance into the
preregistration room is
determined by the Student '
Classification Number (SCN)
and ,birthdate (randomly
se.ected). The first student
admitted has practically

MTWTHF
HTWTHF
HTWTHF
MTWTHF
MTWTHF
MTWTHF
MTWTHF
MTWTHF
MTWTHF
MTWTHF
"TWTHF
HTWTHF
MTWTHF
HTWTHF
/1TWTHF
"TWTHF

A142,A24-1
A342
Ecl1~,

Jr . E102
F302
LEl01
MklOl
M1ll
P1S0
OE122,124
OE22S

SMIT H,J
PROVOST
MAHONEY
~EELEY

LI
HCLAUGHLIN,H
APTT
BATES
PIASCIK
MCALOON
CAMP
ROBINSON
CALKINS
CALKINS
INQRAHNt

359
346
355
353
358
350
354
361
3:52
342
343
351
344
366
366

341

ALERT
unlimited choices. However, it
should be kept in mind that in
an ensuing semester, the SCN
should be higher and the
registration number should be
different.
Seniors and Juniors are
encouraged to select 400 and
300 level courses, rather than
200 level courses. If upper
division students select at the
200 level, the lower division
students are furthur limited as
to choices since they do not

qualify for the 300 or 400 levels.
Freshmen entering the
second semest~r are encour
aged to sign up for the second,
half of the core program. For
those in Business Administra
tion, there is a choice between
Mg101, Mk101, or Sm102.
If you have a questioning
about scheduling, please
check with your department
chairman and/or with a
academic advisor in the ,
Registrar's Office.
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W••t--Ray Shideler

The Archway's first stude.nt to
be Bryantonian of the Week is

Ray Schideler, President of the
Student Senate.
Along with the Senate, Ray is
an R.A. in Dorm 2, a member of
Phi Epsilon Pi, the Student
Advisory Committee, and the
Society for the Advancement of
Management. He plans to
gradua te in June with a
Bachelors Degree in manage
ment.
"The Senate is in a rebuilding
process," says Ray. More people
need to become involved. Many
students are disillusioned about
tbe organization because they do
not know what is going on.
Ray feels that if the senators
were motivated, it would
encourage more students to get
involved. The advantages of
being a senator should be
st re ssed: these include
development of leadership
ability, interaction with people
through informal get-togethers
and dinners, better management
of time, and having an article in
the infamous Archway.
Cur rent Senate projects
include working on faculty
evaluations in cooperation with
faculty and students and getting
suggestions fo r the new dorm

Law Enforcement
Association

Photo by J.

w.

that will be started in the spring.
It is important tbat students
participate in decisions
concerning the dorm as they may
be the one living in it.
"Bryant has a lot to offer,"
says Ray. Many opportunities
exist for each student to expand
himself. Ray would like to see
more communication between .
students and administration. He
realizes that it is not easy to run a
college, and feels that the '
students must provide input.
Ray also thinks that there
should be better coordination
between the alumni and the

Student Affairs Office. Students
should be satisfied when they
leave Bryant so that they will
want to maintain contact with
the college in the future.
Now that Ray is a senior, he is
in a position to reflect on the last
four years at Bryant including
the strike in '75 and the changes
which occured. The strike did
achieve many of its goals suc~ as
opening the financial books,
fo~cing the president to resign in
'75 and initiating the
construction of the Student
Center. However, the effects of
the strike had more impact on
faculty and administrators than
on the students.
In comparison to those days,
Ray feels that communication
between faculty. administrators,
and students are better now, as
evidenced by Dr. O'Hara's
"Meet the Prez" sessions. Today,
"People think before they act
and listen more." Before, people
acted too quickly, not knowing
the whole story; but people now
bend more. "It's a shame," says
Ray, as people complain, but
take less action.
Ray concludes that "It is
better to learn from the past and
work with the future, but not to
dwell on it."

Marketing Club News

The Marketing Clu b is one
In the first meeting of the year,
the L.E. Association made a again in full swing for the Spring
motion to get a disc jockey from Semester. The clu b is sponsoring
a local radio station to apply in silk-screening t-shirts to help
t he S tudent Center. A
committee was initiated to look
an officer's meeting; and on
into the possibility.
As mentioned in previous March 14, at 3:15 p.m. in Room
articles, Law Day is set for 261. there will be a general
Thursday, April 27, and will meeting for a ll interested
incorporate various techniques students.
A meeting of the Lambda
of the law enforcement field, as
well as providing va rio us Alpha Epsilon American
speakers on this year's topic: Criminal Justice Assoeiation
"The Law-Your Access to will immediately follow the
completion of the general
Justice".
On Tuesday, March 7, at 3:15 meeting of the L.E.A. on March
p.m. in Room 261, there will be 14, in the same room.

support Bryant's Basketball
team. The club is also in the
process of offering sweatbands
and bumper stickers to all the
students, clubs, a nd organi
zations a'i . a minimal cost.
The Marketing Club is proud
to announce that Mr. Johnston.
'a spokesman for I BM will be
speaking on Wednesday, March
8th in Conference rooms B & C
at 3: 15. If you are interested in
attending please see Dr. Gould,
Mr. Quigley, or Greg Reynolds.
ne '~ ot dISCUSSIon will be
geared toward Marketing
Opportunities in IBM.
This coming Monday, the
club will be discussing elections
for next year. There are
positions open for President,
Vice President etc. If you are
interested in running, please see
Greg Reynolds.
Your DUES are DUE!!! Your
cooperation is greatly
a pp recia ted.
Finally, the Marketing Club
would like to extend its warmest
gratitude to Ms. Donna Krech
for all her time, effort, and
especiaJly her dedication to the
club. In appreciation for
everything she has done for the
club, the members would just
like to say "Thank you Donna".
Don't forget that there will be
a meeting next week, Monday
March 6th in room 252 at 3: 15.
All members and interested
parties are welcome.

Delta Omega

.

To keep up the high (1) quality production methods of the
Archway, six position changes occured over the winter-session.
The six '1ucky" souls are from left: Dean Marchessault-
Managing Editor; Ron Bunce--News Editor; Claire Giovanetti-
Administrative Secretary; Dennis O'Connell--Production
Manager; Pat Williams--Sports Editor; Joe Butler--Business
Manager.

Governor J. Joseph Garrahy
will be the featured speaker at
the winter meeting of Delta
Omega, the Bryant College
Professional Society. Scheduled
for Tuesday, March 7, at the 1025
Club in Johnston, dinner will be
served at 7 p.m., with cocktails at
6 p.m.

Meet John Carlson
Th'e m:W assistant chaplain at
Bryant College is John Carlson
from Braintree, Mass. He has
received a Degree in Economics
from Upsala University along
with a Degree in Divinity from
the Gettysburg Seminary.
After his college days, John
went on to do clinical work at
Blue Hills Hospital in Hartford,
Connecticut: Alcoholism and
Drug addiction were among the
subjects he dealt with during his
stay. Princeton University was
his nest stop, and he concerned
himself with continuing
education while at Princeton.
An avid sports fan, he taught
some tennis during his college
years.
More recently, he was the
Pastor of the Emanuel Lutheran
Church in West Warwick. Also,
he was named the Dean of
Lutheran Pastors in Rhode
Island.
On a slightly more personal
note, he and his wife, Judith,'
have two children by the names
of Erik and Sarah. His wife is a
teacher, and is presently working
on her Masters from URI.
At Bryant, he rept esents the
Division for Ministry of Higher
Education for the Council of
Churches of Rhode Island. His
job is that of a part-time
Chaplain, but his role is
undefined at this point. He is

now just trying to get a feel for
Briant and the Br yant
community.
As was stated before, his role
is undefined , but I asked him
what he felt hi objectives would
be. He mentioned making
himself avaiJa ble to student . but
he also suggested an extremely
interesting idea. At t he
Gettysburg Seminary, he took a
course which exam ined a Bible
as a book of literature. He . aid
that he would like to see the
Bryant community have the
ability to explore the Bible in this
way.
A major aspect of a co urse of
this type would be the fact that it
has appealed to members of all
religions. Other objecti ves
would be to provide a worship
experience on campus for
everyone, and a workshop on
values clarification. This could
be done by taking each major
and deciding what is important
to the person as an individual
along with determining what
they· want to be. Getting back to
the availaibility theme for a
minute, John said that he wants
to let the students know that
there is someone to talk to, and
in a "non-threate ni ng"
environment.
The sun is now setting on this
story. Let me j ust say that I wish
him luck and ucce at Bryant.

Public' Administration News
The Public Administration to one of the meetings or contact'
Depart ment would like to invite J eff Richards or Maggie Day
all P.A. Maj ors to attend the about the club.
Economics / Finance ! P.A. Club
EveryoJles favorite time of
meetings on Thursdays at 12:00 year will soon be rolling around
in Room 252. The Clu b sponsors (and it is not Spring). T he Public
speakers, continually has Administration Department will
information pertaining to job be offering the fo llowing cou rses
placment (last week the this fall:
Placement Office came to the
Instructor
Time
meeting with information on
How to Write your Resume) and P.A.200 MWF 10 deTarnowsky
we also have plans for .P.A.200MW F 2 deTarnow ky
attending the New York Stock P.A. 302 MW F 12 deTarnowsky
deTamows ky
Exchange in the Spring. Come P.A.440

CHI P

!!!~

SYMBOL

OF

EXCELLENCE

Represented in Rhode Island &
Southeastern Massachusetts by
THE COOPER AGENCY
40 Westminster St., Rm.1230
Providence, R. I. 02903
Whether you're looking for life
insurance or a life insurance career,
it will pay you to look first to
Connecticut Mutual Life - the
'Blue Chip' company.
CONNECTICUT MUTUAL LIFE
The Blue Chip Co. Since 1846
Interviews will be held on campus
March 8, 1978 by
Henry M. Cooper, CLU
General Agent
See Your Placement Director for an
appointmen:t.
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Fantastic! - Pat Haskell

~*********"
"

I think it's good to see some
change in the top administra
tion. It should've come sooner. 
Steve Pincus

I haven't thought about it very
much - Jerry Ramos
George Bates should be made
the new VP - Russ Garber
Our gain is Nichol's loss - Pat
Pellitier

This Week's Question:
What do you think of Lowell Smith's
resignation?
.
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It's three years too late. - Bill
Amberg
-

Sean McNamee
Interviews by J. W.

PflOtos by

I have no feeling one way or
another... I never had to work
with him. I like the man. - John
Falandeau
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~igma ~ota. ~tta '-.3
Sigma Iota Beta

Sigma Lambda Theta
The sisters of Sigma Lambda
Theta would like to welcome and
congratulate our new sisters:
Sue Mariani
Lu Ann Porzio
Cindy Sheehan
Kathy Bergeron
Barb Buchanan
Kat hi J urewicz
We are aU excited apout our
50th year reunion which will be
h r soon . It should be great
time for all.
Thel d will be having a mixer
[hi Sat urday. "Pursuit" will be
playing so we hope to ee aU of
you there.

GRE
NEW·
.

Tau Epsilon Phi

The brothers of Tau Epsilon
Phi would like to thank those
who participated in the first half
of our Sno' Queen Weekend.
Due to the snow storm the mixer
and coronation ball have been
Beta Sigma Chi
postponed to March 10 and ll.
We would like to congratulate
The Brothers of Beta Sigma
the winners of the Campus
Chi would like to congratulate
Follies. They were Sigma Iota
all the new brothers and sisters.
Xi, first place; Phi Epsilon Pi,
. Special congratulations goes to
second place; and Phi Sigma Nu,
Robin and Denise, the sisters of
for third place. The winners of
. SIB.
the Sno' Queen Judging will be
We would like to thank the . announced at the Coronation
Swillers and everyone else Ball.
involved in making our party
We also extend our
Saturday night a great success.
congratulations to the new
The Brothers would also like Greeks and wish the best of luck
to thank Debbie Dietrich for to . those still pledgin~. This
dping a great job as our Sno' included TEP's "Priviledge
~Iedge Class of 1978." Beware
Queen candidate.
Boomer, Chasea, Fiex, and
Meach, hell weekend is just
Delta Sigma Phi
!found the corner. (We mean
HELL).
To the Brothers of Delta Sigma '
Everyone is invited to T EP,
P~:
.
BSO Sno' Queen part II.
These past four weeks have
been a great turning point in all
our lives. We have been together
Tau Kappa Epsilon
for fo ur weeks and will be
toget her forever. Words can
The Brothers of TAU
never express the respect we KAPPA EPSILON would like
have for you and the support you
to congratulate all pledges upon
have given us through our highs ' becoming brothers ot their
and lows. Delta Sigma Phi will respective Fraternities. We
always be number one in our would also like to extend a warm
hearts and its spirit will never welcome into our Fraternity the
die. We all thank you.
following new Brothers: Karl
Eckstad, Bruce . Daigle, Bill
The pledge class of 1978:
Girimonte, Bob Barros, Mike
Kevin Foster
Filomino, Rick Duffy, Rudy
Rob Gaboury
Weiss, Bob Hallberg, Ken
Drew Mcloughlin
Poyten, and Neil Reardon.
Jim Narcisi
TKE wishes TEP and THETE
Joe Puishys
the best of luck on their
Kevin Rathbone
upcoming weekend.
Steve Saraiva
Fred Souza
John Terry

Kappa Tau
Beta Sigma Omicron
Congratulations to all new
Greeks!
Today is finally the last day of
pledging for BSO. After today
we will have eight new sisters.
They are:
Betti-Jane Blanchette
Beth Field
Cindy Caldwell
Dawn Tasca
Cheryl Biano
Donna Bossian
Kim Vandermark
Sharon McKittrick
Good luck tonight girls!

The brothers of Kappa Tau
are proud of this year's pledge
class. After starting with 9
pledges, only 4 could last the
very physical and mental test.
These 4 are true KT brothers.
Karl Bietch, Jerry Cross,
Tony Richards, and Terry Smith
are KTs new addition on
campus.
Also the brothers would like
to congratulate all the other
Fraternities and Sororities on
their pledge classes.
The brothers are psyched for
Ft. Lauderdale during the spring
break. We will be staying at the
Riptide.

.,

"

Sigma Iota Xi
The Sisters of Sigma Iota Xi
are very proud to announce
that we now have 15 new sisters.
Congratulations are well in
order for:
Sue Lawler-Pledge Captain
Lynda Babitz
Lori Boustania
Kathy Francis
Joyce Gallo
Jeannie Grant
Jackie Hacker
Sue Neville
Janet Orff
Beth Raucci
Amy Shangraw
Kathy Sweeney
Diane Teturault
Ellen Turton
Lynn MacRae
We would also like to extend a
special thanks to Lauren
McCusker and Patty Marinaro
for their super job as Pledge
Mistress, and Assistant.
Basketball season is now in
full swing. Good luck to both
our A and B teams, keep up the
spirit and get psyched.
As a closing note, we would
also like to congratulate all the
newly i n it iated Greeks.
Everyone looks so good in their
new colors.

We are' proud to announce
that we now have two - new
sisters, Robin (Doobie) Palermo
and Denise (Dewars) Fortin.
Congratulations Doobie and '
Dewars!! Congratulations, also
to all other new Greeks.
Best of Luck to TEP and BSO
of Sno' Queen weekend and to
our candidate, Robin and her
escort, T opo.
SIB basketball is off to a good
start this year. With Coach
Austin Healy, we should do well.
Our record now stands at I-I,
with Robin Palermo our high
scorer. (Baskets)
We are pleased to announce
that Kathy Pechulis has been
elected to the position of
International Relations
Chairman. Good Job, Stat-Ha,
Ha.
Our pledge formal will be held
on March 31, at the Dutch Inn, in
Gallilee. The folowing night will .
be a party for any of our alumni
who can make it. All of the
sisters are looking forward to a
great time, right, Ellen?

Kappa Delta Kappa
The sister and pledges of
Kappa Delta Kappa would like
to thank all the students and
faculty members who helped to
make our Bake Sale a great
success.
We would also like to
congratulate all of the Greeks
and welcome them as brothers
and sisters.
We hope to see everyone at
TE P's and BSO's Snow Queen
Coronation Ball on March II .

Phi Sigma Nu
Tau Epsilon
The Brothers of Tau Epsilon
would like to congratulate ours
and all other new brothers and
sisters. We would also like to
congratulate SIX on winning the
Ca-mpus Follies. Excellent job
by the new sisters.
The Spring Semester sports
have begun. Our A basketball
team started off slow with a lose
in their first game. We are
rebuilding with only two players
returning from last year. The
Trampled Eskimo's lost their
first game to Hockey Puck but
came back with a big victory
over Phi Sig, winning by II
points. Our two bowling teams
started off well with both taking
3 out of 4 points. Both look
strong and I think that you will
see them in the play-offs.
We would like to congratulate
APK and KT on winning the
sculpturing contest during the
blizzard.
The Brothers wish all good
luck for the rest of the semester.
We hope all are getting ready for
vacation and that all have an
excellent time.

The brothers of Phi Sigma Nu
would like to offer their sincere
congratulations to the "Thirteen '
Who Dared" and welcome them
as brothers ofthe fraternity. Our
new brothers are:
Chris Blasko
Bill Bohne
Mike Cei
Jim Flemming
Mark LaBonte
Mike Lenzi
Bill Mackin
Dave Nelson
Jim Perry
Grant Pridmore
Jaime O'Connell
Russ Surdi
Paul Zannechi
Good luck to you and all new
Greeks. Special thanks goes to
Pledgemaster Dave Chastanet
and his assistant Karl Boisvert
for their time and effort in this
years pledging program.
Phi Sigs basketball A team is
1-0. The team is displaying better
ball control and teamwork
thanks to our coach, Mike
Travassos. Kevin Cameau lead
all scorers with 18 points in a
convincing win over KT Sunday.
. The C team is also l-C
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Greek News Continued ~

Alpha Phi Kappa

Phi Epsilon Pi
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'E d's
Almanac

.By Ed Kasinskas
respected pledge program. Your
This week I've decided to get YOU~ the reader, 10 olved . Below are
times as a greek at Bryant will be
well enjoyed, and something will some w~ather trivia you can use to baW'! your frie nds with, some
be with you the rest of your life . . true! false questions , and a thought provoking question. The answers
are below.
We hope that everybody got
Trivia
Vinny Adamo, Ray Rein, Tom
through the storm without being
Zmiejewski, Ron Wallach, Bily
hurt to much. It was great to see
*Rain was recorded on 348 days in Bahia Fdix, C hile in 1916.
Regan, Tommy Kavanaugh,
how everybody pulled together
*No rain .has ever been recorded at Calama--a city in Chile's
Nick Weiland, Jerry Brodeur,
during the tough times.
Atacama Desert.
I. Wendy Monroe
Greg Gerrol, Billy Templeton,
We hope that BSO and TEP
*A 1.5 pound hailstone fell in Nebraska in 1928 which was 17 inche
2. Marcia Vaccaro
Bobby
Kish,
Donny
Connors,
~
had
a successful weekend, in circumference.
3. Gina Moore
Dave Dushchesneau, and Bill
although interupted by the snow
*The strongest winds ever measured near the eart h's surface was
4. Patty Brennan
Eastty. It is a pleasure to have storm. OUr congradulations atop Mount Washington, New Hampshire in 1934 at 188 miles
5. Therdis Janger
you as our BROTHERS. We
also are extended to the new an hour. One gust of wind reached 231 miles-an-hour.
6. Kate Delaney
hope
that
you
will strive to keep
sisters
of SIX on their first place
*Norfolk, Connecticut holds the record for the heaviest snow fall
7. Jeanne Marcotte
Phi
Epsilon
Pi
number
I!
We
and to Phi Sig on their in a month for six months of the year, according to records kept by
finish,
8. Beth Harrison
would now like to congradulate third place finish in Campus
the Travelers Weather Service at Constitution Plaza in downtown
9. Debbie Stevens
. each and every new greek who
Follies.
Hartford.
These nine pledges are new
recently completed their
In sports, under coach
*One inch of rain over one acre of land equals: 3,630 cubic feet of
sisters, and they may look back
Tommy Appleton. Phi Ep won water or 27,154 gallons which weighs 226,512 po unds.
on all the ridiculous situations
sisters, we are glad to be able to its first basketball game. We re
True / False
and laugh, but deep inside these
share this feeling with all of you. once again looking for a very
I. A cloud doesn't weigh anything since it floats in the a ir. T rue
girls can realize the meaning of
This years basketball caoch is successful season in hoop.
False
each day and understand why
Bill Yukna, and our team is off
Last but not least we hope that
*Dirty snow melts slower than clean snow. i rue Fal e
the feeling between sisters is so
to a good start. OUr record all the greeks have a wonderful
2. Dirty snow melts slower than clean snow True False
stong. congratulations new
stands at 2-0.
time at their upcoming formals.
3. If March comes in like a lion, it will go out like a lamb. True
I=<tlse
4. You will know that a storm is approaching if you see birds
roosting. True False. _
5. Crickets are living thermometers. True False
We the SISTERS of APK are
law on April I, 1978, at 10:00 a.m.
Editors Note: The following was
6. Weather can affect a person's disposition True False
Your organization is not only
written by two brothers in TKE. in great morning for Putney
Question
being sued by Mr. Wald, but by
The members of APK that because we issued the command
our
daily
lives, even the music we listen to .
The
weather
influences
Sherman as well. Sherman is
signed this statement admit their to seizer the above foreHow
many
songs
can
you
come
up
with that have some type of
now all alone in the quiet waters
guilt to the crime. Fortunately mentioned fish who was well
weather
in
the
title?
cared
for
by
Peter
Wald.
This
act
off
the
coast
of
room
233.
He
has
for Mr. Wald, both goldfish
Answers
requested to see an animalwere recovered in healthy was premeditated and was done
therapist to alleviate his
with hostile intent. By not
condition.
l. False. A cloud has weight because it is formed of cond ensed
lonliness and despair. Sherman, water particles. A large cloud can weigh over a ton.
treating Putney with upmo:st
We the PLEDGES of APK
dignity you violated general law
a distrubed fish, attemted suicide
2. False. The dirt absorbs the heat of the sun thereby melting the
are deeply sorry for having #7, article 6, sec. 14 oft he by-laws
after the disappearance of snow faster. Clean snow reflects heat.
scooped the defenseless goldfish, of the prevention of cruelty to
Putney by trying to choke
3. False. This is Just a proverb.
Putney and Sherman from the animals, in particular, goldfish.
himself on a large piece of gravel
4.
T rue. The air before a storm is thin becau e of the low air
peaceful waters of paradise Which states:
So far by placing a muzzle on the pressure and this makes fl ying difficult.
Jocated in donn 2, room 233. In
"Any person who apprehends
fish, we have stopped him from
5. True. The higher the temperature, the faster they ch irp. Li len
so doing we violated sec. 7 of the fish and holds it against its will,
doing the above mentioned act. some summer evening.
by laws for the prevention of and does not return it in good
The suit is being initiated on the
6. True.
cruelty to animals (in particular, mental and physical health is
following grounds:
fish) which states:
There must be hundreds of songs with a form of weathe r in the
subject to federal laws against
I) Illegal removal (kidnap
,.Any removal of goldfish kidnapping."
title.
Here are 20 to get you started.
ping) of Putney and Sherman.
from their natural habitat
This act could only fi'ave been
2) Illegal transportation of
without the expressed written committed by viscious, coldThe Rain in Spain
Rainy Night in Georgia
fish :
consent of the owner is blooded, spineless, ruthless,
It
Rain
Rainy Days and Mondays
Let
A) not 75 degree water
punishable by life imprisonment savage, barbaric and mentally
Who'll
Stop the Rain
The
Sunshine
of
You
Are
B) crossing dorm village
or one month submerged in an disturbed person.
My
Life
Raindrops
Keep Fallin' On My Head
with fish not in a limozine.
aquarium with the excrement of
Fire
and
Rain
Have
You
Ever
Seen the Rain
Both the sisters and pledges of
3) Cruel and inhuman
a diarrhea-ridden catfish."
Ain't No Sunshine
I Want to Go Outside in the Rain
coni. 10 page 15
A PK aree to appear in a court of
Sunshine (Go Away Tod ay)
Night Thunder
--------------------------------------------------~---Rain
White Christmas
Pledging cont.
Sunny
Here Comes the Sun
Misty
obvious that this concept has
march by the Student Center, or But whatever it was, it must have A Place in the Sun
Walking
in
the
Rain
(With
been pretty fierce and sustained
escaped those dishing out the so it sounded like (without my
One I Love)
to made a college student
a buse. I wonder what would glasses I couldn't see them, so I
Extended Forecast March 3-9
happen if the roles were assumed they were there; of breakdown and cry. I find it
reversed?
course, the noise was so loud it difficult to comprehend what
There will be a gradual warming trend the entire week with
makes a probably very nice
3) Walking by the Unistruct-. could have been right under my
daytime highs in the low 40's. Look for a chance of showers latc
ure, I encountered two Pledges fourth floor window for all I person turn into a torturer of the Wednewday night into Thursday. Nighttime lows should stay above
knew). Not only that, but I was human soul. Maybe one of the
being verbally abused by the
freezing.
later
informed that most groups Brothers or Sisters could explain
Brothe rs! Sisters. Some of the
had been marching all evening as it to me, maybe.
New Moon: March 8
things said cannot be repeated
The
list
could
go
on,
but
their
Evening wtars: Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn
a
prelude
to
"Hell
Night".
for obvious reasons. But other
comments were to the effect of Anyway. this marching by not are other things to bring into the There are now over II hours of possible daylight everyday. The day
only this intrepid group, but the spotlight. Such as what makes will increase rapidly with the first day of spring only 17 days away .
" We will get you ten times
others, too, confuses me. Is a person Pledge'! All the Pledges
worse!" To which others chimed
in, "Yeah, it will be fifty, one Bryant a college campus where I talked with really didn't know But it seems that this time is not good friends in the Frats and
hundred, one thousand, and education is practiced along with why they were putting up with enough. As with the examples I Sororities, now you know my
even ten thousand times worse learning about life; or is it a boot "all that garbage" they were presented before, there are opinion. Don't kid yo urself, or
for you! " I could hear this being camp where people get ready for receiving. And the fact that the countless other items that bear let an:' ' i e other Greeks do so
either I; __ Jing more into this
. repeated all the way back to my the Army'! If the latter is true, late night marches disturb other mentioning, but that would be a
where
the
hell
did
I
enlist'!
students
either
trying
to
sleep,
than there is. As I stated in
form
of
overkill.
room in Dorm 12. Imaine the
study,
and
etc..
.
Also,
what
paragraph
two; I am looking
So
there
it
is
Bryant,
now
it
is
degrading impact this has to be Because I sure don't recall filling
only
to
reform
something I feel
about
.the
Pledges'
academic
up
to
you
digest
what
you'vejust
out
an
application
for
the
Army.
o n the Pledge's already depleted
standing. Again, talking with
read, recall what you've has gotten out of hand, and
spirit! Surely no one could call But rather Bryant College.
Pledges I found that they were seen! experienced, and form
NOT, repeat, NOT looking to
5) In another verbal abuse
this kind of abuse an "initiation"
worried
about
their
grades
ulate
your
own
opinions.
If
you
That would be foolish.
abolish.
in good faith. Jt seems to be a incident, a Pledge was driven to
because
of
lack
of
study
time.
don't
agree
with
me,
write
in
a
Finally,
I
am signing my name so
tears by the words of a
crude form of torture instead.
The major problem seemed to be prove me wrong. Conversely, if everyone knows who to attack
4) At six in the morning, I was
you agree with me, you can write Rext week.
rudely awaken by "Count off I, Brother! Sister. The Pledge was falling behind the rest of the
taken from the Rotunda by class. Now I know that the Frats
in, but better yet, go to your
2, Count off 3, 4 ... " This was the another Pledge. I don't know . and Sororities brought their friends in the Frat and Sororities
Sincerely,
sound of a Frat/ Sorority on the what was said, nor do I want to. . Pledges to the library to study.
and tell them yourself, to all my
Jay Metzger
The sisters of Alpha Phi
Kappa would like to congratu
late aU of the Pledges of '78 in
their achievements in reaching
their goal. But the sisters would
like to send out a special
congratulations to eight pledges
of Alpha Phi Kappa:

First and foremost the
brothers of Phi Epsilon Pi would
like to congradulate the
following fourteen new brothers.

Court Actions Taken Wald and Costello
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By Joy Metzger

The rood In front of him seemed to melt Into the
night. always one step ahead of the orvushlng bus.
Off to the side. eyes of great beasts glowed to light
a path through a jungle of darkness.
The engine noise was like a lullaby. and he slowly

I'm sure you can imagine,
It's as simple as can be,
The policy of nature
lbe prayer of he and she.

Learning to live is learning to cope
If we can reach out and understand
All in our group than maybe
Just maybe we can learn to
understand ourselves.

.

By Michael Alfieri

drifted off Into a dream-like sleep.
The eyes got heavier. sounds joined together In a
jumble of words and phrases•........

• ••••
Somehow the night had turned to doI,I.
A transition that had escaped his watchful guard.
Sleep must hove knocked him unconscious. then stole
the night oway.
The bus was stili flowing down the hlgtway like
on ocean liner an the sea of asphalt.
Funny. he thought. we should have been home by now.
Something was different. very different.
He turned around.
Shock raced through his veins like electricity: a
veil of white shrouded his face.
Everyone was gone. and he turned again only to find
the driver had also vanished.
But the bus kept going on on even course. the wheel
turning to make the fine adjustments.
It even passed a slower vehicle effortlessly. as if
something Invisible was sitting In the seat
wo~lng the controls.
Quickly he grabbed the wheel. hoping to gain control.
but he could not overwhelm the force now In command.
Suddenly. as If reading his mind. the bus pulled off
to the side.
The door opened and a voice called. "I believe this
Is where you wont to get out. sir."
'''as It Is. thank you." he sold to nothing.
He ron out the door. falling down onto the soft brush.
combling to his feet. he resumed his flight
His mind raced. sending confusing messages to his body.
At times he found himself running bock towards whatever
was on the bus.
Other t imes. he would just run In circles. before he
could finally regain mastery over his mind.
What was he running from?
No one was following him, or was there?
He could feel a presence hanging over him. watching
him. waiting for him. laughing at him.
When he finally sow he tree root sticking up from
the ground. it was too late.
He began to fail .....fall.....fall....

* .. • • •
Someone was grabbing him. t'Vl 9 to allJaken him.
His mind was doudy. he thought he felt snow on his
face.
Night hod come again. hadn't it?
No. the night hod never left. only he had gone.
He pushed the person away and got to his feet.
But he crumbled to the snow from the pain in his ankle.
Surrender come in the form of tears. as two forms helped
him bock to his room.
He could still feel a presence hanging over him. watching
him. waiting for him. laughing at him.

I'm really rather frightened,
I've never qone this before,
He tried to convince her
It wouldn't hurt much more.

Uf~is

a series
of bro·ken
bridges
Every
step
is treacherous

It started to get painful
As tears r~lIed down her eyes,
It really must be awful
She gave a great big sigh.
Now calm yourself my darling,
His face held a grin,
Now open slightly sideways
So I can get further in,

Every
day
a new bridge
Happiness is found
in making
each
step.
LonJinessis
getting to the
other
side.

She gave a little jump
She gave the smallest shout
It's over now he told her
Thank god he took it out.

As you read this carefully,
By Michael Alfieri

"The water's no headache
so don' t be forlorn
merely give it two aspirin
and call me in the mom"

For there, up above
lives a frat made of greeks
which makes those from below
often go without sleep

The RA they knew
could do nothing again
for the pledgee to him
was both brother and friend

Upon this one night
those from below, sought not sleep
but rather re lief
from something very unique
For there from the ceil ing
through the cracks
(}eS, wa ter!)
raining down in their la~

seepi~ in
WClS water

How cou Id th is happen?
How could this be?
For there in the suite
was their very own sea
Raci~ u~tairs

reet

wait in anticipation for spring,
New fritndships btgin -- old ones die .
I watch from a distana as joy fills your heart
But try not to Ittlp wlttn sorrow is within you.
W(

'fry not to let yourstlf be conquered by emotions alont .
Reach out for what you want most.
Life is precious!
Don't let it slip by without enjoying it!

By an anonymous fritnd

R.A.

'Twas the day before Friday
and all through the dorm
came the howls from upstairs
and a slamming of doors

Now this boat was not dry
au contraire, it was wet
as was a pledge
fran his
to his neck

As

It's a dentist you must find,
Its not what you're thinking,
It is just your dirty mind.

OJe

to escape from the moat
they were startled to see
in thehallway-a boat!

'fht air is brisk
'fht ground is still covered with snow
'fhtre is a fuling of coldness all around us,
But somehow your smile warms us all.;

She Whispered will it hurt,
Of course not said he,
It's just a little process
Just rely on me.

And so these young men
a loud prayer did they cry
with its echoing words
reaching up to the sky
"No man, no matter
how truSted and wise
of his own brothers guilt
can be justly decide"
/lWe plead with you now
with these words that we say
choose not from a frat
our own building' s RA"
To his left did he rum
and swin out the door
and he, they all knew
should be bothered no more

So slowly they splashed
on into their rooms
in the hope that the tide
would be goi~ out soon
Now the RA alone
was not responsible for
this murky gray water
that ran out the door

Then, a mere two d~ later
\\ell, perha~ it was three
the men in the pit
a strarge sight did they see
For there in the hallway
in trenchcoat and hat
was a strarge looki~ man
a pledgee from the frat!

He went straight to his work
having not ~ word spoke
a nd with onemight swing
the container he broke
The item he too k
was for extingu ish ing fires
though somehow they tel t
that th is man was a lia r
For when he as as ked
why the item was needed
he rep lied "er,um... fire!"
and up the stirway he speeded
This fellow is strarge
they all thought in their minds
and somehow he seems
just a bit out of line
They found sanethi~ str8llJer
when checki~ u~tairs
saneth~ that call!ed them
to pull out their hair

The cause of the flood
was now to all known
and so the RA
they did call on the phone

Yet whose fault was it
this boat in the ·hall
and the leak in th ceili~
that coated the wall?

It seemed that the only
extinguisher gone
was their own, while the others
were where they belonged

And down he did cane
to say to them all
"For what have you called me
your problem's quite small"

And why was there no one
to whan they could tum
they wondered while all
of their 8IlJer did burri

They knew all at once
that that man was a thief
but wondered to whom
they could express their belief

•

This poem is based, somewhat loosely, on the events which took
place in a dorm over the past week Though there is obviously a good
deal of exaggeratioin, the point of the poem remains: An RA. cannot
be expected to police the fraternities when he is a member. When this
is the case the fraternity has a free reign over the bJ ,ilding, as the
building's rules and regUlations no longer apply.
It seems to this writer th~ to have any chance to obtain justice, I.e.
fair and impartial treatment to all, (independents are 80% of the
schoo!), rule by the minority makes little sense.

Time
--------It's Vacation
By Jay Metzger
Dateline: February 23, 1978
It's been awhile since I last
found myself at a typewriter, and
it sure feels good to be back. So
let's again explore the crazy
mixed-up world we live in. Now
that I've said that, I guess it's
time to start another paragraph.
Yeh, I was afraid you'd say that.
Imagine a bright sunny day at
the beach. Not just any beach,
but the beach on the local
Carribean island . The sand is
soft and the breeze is gentle.
Gorgeous girls in bikinis soak up
the sun's rays. Others swim in the
balmy water. And there you are
in your room back in Rhode
Island, studying for the first big
exam while outside it is freezing,
literally. The snow has been.
lying around since the beginning
of time (or so it seems). "Cabin
Fever" lingers like a bad cold,
and the flu is looking at you as a
perspective victim. The March
break hangs on a stick just out of
your desperate grasp.
These are the classic
symptoms of Vacationitis. A
disease that is more common
than the common cold, and
twice as mysterious. But now for
the first time, I will attempt to
bring this "killer" into the
spotlight placed cleverly over
your shoulder. Don't try to see it
(if you have already, gotcha!),
because I've hired a very small elf
to pull it away if you look. Just
sit back and let the elf and I do
the work, okay.
Vacationitis affects us all at
one time or another in our lives,

sometimes with disastorious
results. But what exactly is it?
And why is it so common? The
answer to these and many other
questions the next time we meet
on the "Jay Metzger Hour". The
what! It's not what, it's WHA T!!
Anyway, that last sentence came
when my subconscience ego
overcame my modest personal
ity. In fact, this is another
symptom of Vacationitis. But
getting back to what I was doing.
A definition of Vacationitis that
would qe acceptable to the
Medical practioners in America
would be: Vacationitis is the
final manisfestation of the desire
to escape . the pseudo
scientific rat race humans are
constantly victimized by.
Translated into English,
vacationitis is the will to get the
hell-out-of-here after being
cooped up for a long time. Now
that we ktnow what it is, let's find
out why it's so common.
I'm sure that when we all
finally 'graduate, we would like
to have a nice job waiting for us.
You know the one where the pay
is great, and the hours is left up
to your "better ' judgement".
Along with fringe benefits that
would make any union gasp in
awe. But let's say that you
actually get this job. At first
everything is just as you
imagined. Your secretary is out
of this world with a brain tht
unfortunately doesn't match her
looks. A real dumb blonde. if
you really look at it (for all ofthe
secretarial majors in the
audience, I apologize for the

stereotype; but this is only to
prqmote you after you've gained
enough experience. The work
involved is just to your liking,
and you expect to put in some
overtime in order to do a really
good job.
At first , things are going great.
You're working hard, and
getting praised for it. When the
weekend comes, you relax il\
your apartment with your
girlfriend. In fact, you have just
given her an engagement ring,
which she accepts immediately.
Nothing could possibly go
wrong. WRONG! The next
week disaster strikes. The "Jay,
Metzger H our" has been
cancelled due to bad ratings. But:
Jay finds work as the star of
"Going Ape for Bananas", which
soars to the top of the ratings.
But soon thereafter the FCC
bans the show because it has
adverse affects on adults. At the
end of his rope, Jay begins
writing for The Archway , where
he finds .... ... .. ..... ... .. ..
Editors Note: Jay's article has
been t emporari~v interrupted
because Jay has taken a short
leave of abscence. We all expect
him back next; we believe that he'
took a brief vacation.
Dateline: February 28, 1978
I'm back! Vacationitis is no
longer part of my system, and
I'm ready to get back to work.
As a refresher, (for myself), let's
recap what I was explaining
before I was stricken. You'll
recall that I was explaining why

Again----~Vacationitis is so common. The
example I was using, brought .,
you into the world ofthe"perfect
job" (but you can see all that by
just reading the section; so I
won't waste valuable space with
details.) Let's get on with it.
•
WRONG! The next week
disaster strikes. You find
yourself doing your work along
with all the secretarial chores.
Seems that the secretary is rarely
in. And when she is, the only
filing she does is on her nails.
Typing, forget it! She works so
hard on her nails that she's afraid
of breaking them. Also, the boss
has given you the responsibility
of handling the biggest account
the company has. Well, during
that week, you stayed in the
office until 2 a .m. everyday. You
have become very good friends
with the night clean-up crew,
and managed to get help from
them. This is why you left at two
instead of finishing in time to
start another work day .
Anyway, the weekend comes
and you look foward to
continuous sleep.
Unfortunately, the girl of your
dreams wants you to come along
to look for that "perfect little
love nest". Upon hearing this,
you remember that the wedding
is in two weeks, and that you
have to make reservations for
plane tickets and a hotel room in
Hawaii for your honeymoon.
The last straw has just been put
on your back! Vacationitis has
attacked! Your mind begins to
scream, "You've got to get away!
Got to get away! Get away!

Away!" Terror fills your eyes.
Slowly, the devil in you makes
you do it. All around you there
are voices, familiar voices,
telling you to do this, do that.
The room begins to spin,
counterclockwise. Suddenly,
instinct takes over and you race
to your room, pack some
clothes, run to your car, and take
off for parts unknown.
The rest of this little story is
academic. Our hero finds
himself again (after placing a
Lost and Found notice in The
Archway ), and he returns to his
"perfect job" ready to do his job
once more. Of course, ·the hero is
you, and we have been looking
into your future . But this kind of
thing goes on throughout the
business world, and consequent
Iy, Vacationitis has reached
epidemic porportions. Some
thing must be done to curb this
killer! It must be stopped before
we all perish leaving the animals
to inhabit the earth! We're all
going to die! HELP! (He slaps
his face twice, which brings h Im
back to his senses. Looking up,
he says, "Thanks, I needed
that. ")
Once again, it has come time
to leave you alone. But I will be
back next week to bring you
another view centered around a
slice of life you have never hea rd
of, or want to hear of agai n.
Especially after I get through
with it. Now it's time to catch the
first bus back to my vacatio n
paradise in East Cupcake, West
North Nowheresville Bye... ... .... !

Do you like yourself?
Stay in Shape and Sign Up
for any combination

'Dance into Shape'
Announcing
Modern Dance Class
at Bryant

Recreational Classes for Men and Women

instructed by

Modern Dance
Limit 20 ( 10 Classes)
Begin March 14
Cfues. & Cfhur. 3:30--4:3Opm

Mary Reavey Oliva
Artistic Director
of the
Rhode Island College
Dance Company

Slimnastics
Limit 25 (10 Classes)
Begin March 14
Cf ues . & Cfhur. 4:3D-5 :3Opm

Classes begin Cf uesday, March 14
3:30pm - 4:30pm

Students, Faculty, Administration invited
Registration
Fee: $10 per 10 classes
.
Contact Lorraine Cournoyer, Athletic Director
•
Organ~zational Meeting in the Women's Exercise Room
'fhursday, March 9,1978 at 3: 15pm
:'

....
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Calisthenics & Jogging
(more vigorous) Limit 25
( 10 Classes) Begin March 13
. Mon. & .Wed. 3: 15'4:00pm
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Economic Corner

Horoscope Highlights
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By Richard Spivack
Pisces (Feb. 19th-Mar. 20th)
Under the guise of energy
conservation, many states. with
the encouragment of the Carter
Ad mi nistration. are launching
programs which will destroy
co mpetition in the home
insulation industry. set a
precedent for monopolization of
solar power. and allow the utility
companies one more way to rip
off customers.
The programs permitted or
mandated by state public service
com missions. put electric and
lZas utilities into the home
insulation business. The details
of utility insulation programs
can differ, but these are the
essentials:
-The utility informs its
customers that an energy
conservation consultant is
available to visit their homes to
determine how much new
insulation they need .
-After deciding how much
insulation is needed and signing
a contract with the homeowner,
the utility (or a contractor)
installs the insulation.
-The utility is repaid for cost

of the insulation through higher ' insulation
material IS
utility bills (either billed directly
relatively concentrated, the
to the customers whose homes
installation contractors are
were insulated or to all
generally small, or at least
customers in the system) .
competitive. If utilities are
If President Carter's energy
allowed to install the insulation
conservation proposals are themselves (or through exclusive
adopted by Congress, almost all
contractors) and then pass the
utilities would be required to
costs on to all ratepayers (rather
offer to insulate their customer's
than to specific isulation
homes apd be repaid through
purchasors) independent
regular utility payments. Design contractors will simply be driven
of specific plans would be left to
out of business. Precisely that
the states.
arrangement has been promoted
While promoting home
as the "Rosenberg Plan",
insulation is an important
developed by former Federal
energy conservation goal,
Energy Administration official
turning the responsibility over to
William Rosenberg.
the utilities creates a variety of
2) These insulation programs
dangers.
provide dangerous precedents '
I) The home insulation
for takeover of the solar energy
industry" now highly competi industry by the utilities. Just like
tive in most communities, can be
the oil and gas companies, the
monopolized by the utilities.
utilities fear the day when their
Using their special access to
fuel sources run out. Thus, while
capital and to communication the oil giants are buying up coal
with their customers, utilities are and uranium reserves, the
in a position to drive utilities are looking for ways to
independent contractors out of control solar power. Utilities,
business. While the manufacture with heln from the FEA and the
of fiberglass and other
conr 10 page 14 col. I

Theater
,

Review· .

Equus and American Buffalo
By Craig Perry
This is a play be Peter Shaffer
starring Richard Kneeland and
Kevin Sessums. Kneeland plays
the confused psychologist and
Sessums the young boy who has
been charged with blinding five
stable horses. Why should a
middle class boy who's father is a
sociolist printer and his mother a
religious fanatic, blind horses?
The judge at Sessums trial
wonders the same thing so she
brings Sessums to her
psychologist friend, Kneeland.
Kneeland uses all that Freud
has taught him in an attmept to
anayJze the boys behavior. First
he must know what happened,
every last detail. After the
psychologist gains enough trust
and the boy tells him, he finds
himself powerless to relieve the
boy of his inner turmoil. In fact
he is sad that society has set such
limits on what is normalcy.
Kneedland has always wanted
to study the Greek Gods. Not
just study by run his life by them.
Worship them. Of course he
would be a "nut" if he attempted
such ludicrous activity. H ow can
he cure the boy for acting out hjs
fantasy of having carnal
knowledge with a horse, when
the boy has done what he always
wanted to do. Although his
dilemma is never resolved, both
the boy and the psychologist will
now search to resol ve there
conflict.
A more simple and straight
forward play to comprehend is
American Buffalo. If you hear
the term "explicit street
la nguage" used at the box office
take there word for it. It's as
explicit as you can get. The main
expl1cit la,nguage user is Richard
Jenk irls ('reacher). I don't mind
the language except from

Venus aspects s upp 'o rt
romance, courtship, emotional
harmony in close alliances.
Health is dynamically aspected.

would even want to have his
name associated with it.
There corporate staff includes
all the key people to succeed in
business. First we have Donny
the planner and communica
tions expert, then Bobby the
little go-for who is the head
office boy and finally Teacher
the hot shot who will take the
risks and fail. They get there act
together for a number of very
funny lines.
I did see one part I had wished
would be left out. One of the
ending scene's is when Teacher
kick the "living stuff" out of
Bobby for not playing it straight.
Too macho for the rest of the
play. It just doesn't fit as well as
everyting else does.
The play is damn good and
worth seeing. It has a new insight
into the business world
unexperienced at college.

The World of Entertaiment
By Debbie Brunner
··Soul and pop entertainer
Lenny Williams, who earlier was
the lead singer for Tower of
Power has returned to Los
Angeles night clubs on his own.
He is very successful and his
debut album "Choosing You," is
approaching the charts.
··Wings latest hit single "ty1ull
of Kintyre" written by Paul
McCartney and Denny Laine,
has become the best-selling.
single ever released in the United
Kingdom . It's rapidly approach.
ing the 2 million mark.
··Bill Cosby plans to produce
and star ina comedy movie
called "Sitting Pretty." It will be
his fourth movie after friend and

Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23)

Aries (March 21st-April 19th)
Moon-Sun square can make
for some uncertainty in
friendships . Don't feel slighted
give them the benefit of the
doubt. All will turn out well.

A certain situation calls for
some in-depth thinking this
week. Use your head this time
and not your heart. "Experience
is the mother of learning."

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22)

Mercury's sextile Venus keeps
work and romance perking. You
are well disposed toward people
this week and they want to have
you around.

You will be caught in the
middle of many situations which
are totally foreign to you. Just be
yourself, and don't be afraid to
say no. Things will return to
normal soon.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
This is a good week to
consider future needs. Your
confidence is strong and it comes
across favorably to impress
important people.
Cancer (June 22-July 27)
Partnerships are favored this
week . Excellent for discussing
points where there has been
disunity. Close that commun
ication gap now!
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
The green light is on for
action! Personal, financial and
professional interests will prove
successful if you show a friendly
face to the competition.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

Teacher. He almost tries to
compete with the famous George
Carlin 60 second volgarity
race. I think at a few places he
wins .
The play concern the world of
a junk ship owner--Don's
Resales shop. He tries to make it
big by pooling his assests ! nd
make a valuable aquisition.
Sounds like big business buying
a little company. Does big
business use illegal and imoral
tactics? Well the corporate
wizards at Don's Resale Shop
use both the illegal and the
imoral.
Starring Norman Smith as
Donny, Peter Gerety as Bobby,
and Richard Jenkins as Teacher.
There headquarters is a mass of
junk. The largest collection of
the dirtiest, useless, and broken
assemblege of junk I have every
seen. No self ' respecting flea

Get in touch with someone
who's r,een trying to contact you .
Something is going on that you
must know about.

Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21)
Mercury resumes direct
movement, speeding up travel
plans. Watch your finances
carefully-you have a tendency to
over-do when it comes to
pleasure trips.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Jt's time for a change. You are
torn between two love choices:
Be gentle with both, but choose
the more exciting of the two.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Others see the best side of your
personality this week and
progress can be made in social
interaction. Your love problem
can be solved by a face to face
encounter.

WJMF Concert Report
By Lee-Ann Kenney
At the Paradise Theatre in
Boston ...
March 3 and 4 .. , The Talking
Heads
March 5 .. . Bob Weir
March 6 ... Chris Hillman-one
show only at 7:30 p.m.
March 7 and 8 ... Lou Reed
There are two shows nightly at
the Paradise unless otherwise
specified.
The Outlaws will be at the
Orpheum Theatre on March 3 at
8:00 p.m. Appearing with the
Outlaws will be Sea Level and
Bill Lamb.
On March 8 at the Bryant
College Gymnasium, Pure
Prairie League and Silverado
will be in concert. So all you
Pure Prairie League fans out
there be sure and catch the show
it'll sure be Ii good one. Show
starts at 7:00 p.m.
Also on March 8, at RI
College, Jimmy Buffet and
Sanford and Townsend will be in
Concert. They'll also be at the
Orpheum in Boston on March 9
at 8:00 p.m.

co-worker Sidney Poitier
founded his own production
company.
··Beatlemania is alive and
thriving. Universal pictures has
begun production on a Beatle
On March II at the Leroy
related movie entitled "I want to Concert Theatre, the Jerry
hold your hand."
Garcia Band, with special guest
··The myste~y of K LAA TU still Rick Danko, will perform at
exists . The theory that the 8:00 p.m. Also, Jerry and his
mystery group might be the band will be at the Music Hall on
Beatles reunited has been March 14 at 7:00 p.m. with
dropped. Rock journalist Steve guests Robert Hunter and
Harvey says, "The Beatles might Comfort.
Angel, with special ghest
actually be a front for the group
to retain their secret identity." "Godz, will be at the Orphwum
Despite hours of listening the on March 12 at 8:00 p.m.
On March 14 Sha Na Na will
Beatles are good, but KLAATU
be in concert at the Leroy.
they're
not.
I

They'll also be at the Music Hall
.m March 20 at 8:00 p.m.
Barry White and the LOve
Unlimited Orchestra will be at
the Providence Civic Center on
March 14 at 8:00 p.m. All the
February 9 tickets from his
;;ancelled show will be honored
at this date.
Emerson, Lake and Palmer
will welcone back their friends
on March 13 at 8:00 p.m. as they
appear in concert at the
~ovidence Civic Center.
On March 15, grab yourself a
rocky mountain high with the
country boy himself-John
Denver. He'll be appearing at the
Providence Civic Center at 8:00
p .m.
On March 15 Geils will be in
concert at the University of RI.
Blue Oyster Cult and Be Bop
Deluxe will be in concert at the
Music Hall in Boston on March
30 at 8:00 p.m.
On April 2 at 7:00 p.m., Little
Feat . will perform at the
Orpheum.
On April 5 at the Springfield
Civic Center, Eric Clapton will
be in concert at 8:00 p.m.
Those white punks on dope,
The Tubes, will be appearing at
the Orpheum on April 8 at 7:00
p.m.
All you people out there were
born to run, so on April 15 start
running and head for the
Providence Civic Center and see
Bruce Springsteen in what wil be
an unbelievable performance.
Show starts at 8:00 p.m.-be sure
not to miss it.
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Glass replacement in
unistructure came to $4546.07
Screens- 460 screens , were
repaired (plus the increased
labor costs) costing $790.
Furniture-250 yards of
fabric was purchased at
$2187.50.The labor to install and
repair that fabric was $3130.00.
Carpeting- Dorm carpeting
costs amounted to $15,223.91.
Also, in the fall of 1977, over
$1000 was spent repairing the
light posts knocked down or
,-samaged at the town houses.
Labor- the budget was set 4.6
full-time employees to work on
repairs, but actual needs
cant. from page J3 col. 3

Federal Energy Research and
Development Administration
(ERDA) are already considering
a , plan under which the utility
would pay the up front costs of
installing solar apparatus in
customer's homes and then
charge them a monthly fee for
the service. "The arrangements
would be much like the way the
telephone company "rents" you
your phone--the company
makes the one time investment
and then charges you for it over
and over again. The utilities
might even prohibit you from
buying and installing your own
equipment (just as the phone
company has done for years!)
because it might "'interfere'" with
the electric back-up system
needed in solar homes. Thus,
solar power, a technology that
has the potential to eliminate
monopoly control over must of
the enery industry, could end up
in the hands of the same old
crowd . Although the threat of
utility control of solar power is
somewhat more distant than
their threat to the insulation
industry, the issues are much the
same. If the principles of utility
diversification and control of
potentially competitive
industries is accepted now on
insulation, it will be that much
harder to block the solar.
3) The potential rip-offs of
consumers are enormous .
Besides the consumer impact ,of
eliminating competition in the
insulation contracting industry
and setting a precedent for
monopolication of solar energy
utility insulation programs have
great potential for abuse. If they
do the work themselves and
charge all ratepayers for the
work done, utilities can simply
overcharge consumers. They can
charge usurious rates (around 15
percent) for credit when they
allow customers to pay for their
own insulation over a period of
years. Utilities can recommend
more insulation than a home
really needs (like doctors who
recommend unnecessary tests or
operations) to uninformed
customers. Using their power to
cut off service, utilities could
force payment even when the
work is not done or is done
improperly . Under the
Rosenberg Plan, the insulation
investment itself would remain
the property of the utility and
become part of its rate base (on
which it can earn a rate of
return). Thus, the utility would
have an incentive to install the
most capital intensive and most
expensive insulation materials.

THE ARCHWAY
amounted to 7.7 employees
(such as electricians, painters,
etc.) were utilized. For every $1
of labor, it costs $2 for the
materials . Therefore, many
more dollars must be spent on
fixing and replacing items,
instead of adding and enhancing
new features for the Bryant
students. There are many
valuable ideas of building things
broken and vandalized, and the
school must pay these expenses
before other things can be
added.
One electrician works a fulltime work schedule on electrical
repairs due to vandalism anft
carelessness. His salary and
material costs total thousands of
dollars. From September 1,1975
to September I, 1977, (a twoyear period) there were 6470
work orders, or 270 per month
on the average. From September
1,1977 to November 1,1977, (a
two-month period) there were
10 19 work orders, or about 510
per month. There is no need for
such a tremendous , increase.
How can students destroy a
campus that is so beautiful? For
any that disagree with this
opi nio n, travel to other
campuses and compare the
aesthetic beauty, the luxury, the
size of the suites, ' and the
comfort we have.
Naturally, some repairs are
due to wear and tear, but the
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majority are due to'vandalism or improvements for the students valuables can be marked. You
simply carelessness.
because they must spend time will be notified when they will be
On a positive side, thefts, Irepairing damages. Also, tuition available.
vandalism and disturbances and / or expenses must go up to
Any damage from care less
have decreased over the past cover added costs. Tuition ~ness s and vandalism occurring
three years.
covers expenses in teh at Bryant is more than should be
a) 25% in 1974-1975
·unistructure . and tuition . tolerated. You can help by
b) 22% in 1975-1976
increases affect dorm and I 0 c kin g you door and
c) and 15% in 1976-1977
commuting students. Naturally, ' remebering your keys,
Apprehension of individuals 'damage in dorms ' must be' and reporting any suspicious
responsible for the incidents covered by room and board incidents to security.
increased:
increases. Why let this happen'?
We are all together in this, so
a) 0% from 1974-1975
Everyone loses out and pays in let's see if we all can work
b) 18% from 1975-1976
the end.
together and stop these
c) 34% from 1976-1977
In order to get students "'Resident R ipoffs."
According to a Security involved in this campaign
Don't forget--page 3 for
report, the increase in the against vandalism, the Student further details on the poster
number of offenders caught Senate and the RSJB (Resident contest.
I would like to thank Chief
(which is on the increase), is "due Student Judicial Board) are
to improved security systems, cosponsoring a poster contest. . Gardner. Ray Quinlan, Charlie
improved security personnel and Refer to page3 of this Archway Pickelt:Jerry Ramos. and Bob
improve dcommunication with edition for further details on tht. LeBlanc for aU the help and
the student population causing In addition, engraving pens will support they have given us in
them to come forward with be available soon in the dorms so making this report possible.
info rma t ion lead i ng to
apprehension of suspects."
According to Chief Gardner,
one ofthe biggest causes ofthefts
IS due to "'people failing to lock
their doors." Much of the
vandalism on campus is done by
visitors and ~uests of students.
It must be remembered that all
Bryantstudents are hurt (both
commuters and dorm students.)
Just because you're not the one
to get "Ripped Off' doesn't'
mean you won't be affected by
jthe theft. The repairmen can't
concentrate on building

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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LIVEr
TA'KIN'THE STAGE

WITH SPECIAL GUEST

SILVERADO

Tickets available at the SPB Office
Bryant Day Students
$3.00 Advance
$4.00 Day of Show

Wednesd~y,

General Public
$5.00 Advance
$6.00 Day of Show

March 8 at 7:00pm in the gym

--~-
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Your'e a "'hot ticket'" J.M.
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Attention Seniors
If you expect to graduate in
May and have not filed a
Candidate for Degree Form,
please do so immediately. These
forms are available in the
Registrar's Office.

Linda--Happy
Birthday!

Belated

Antelope #3
Paul,
Luv that haircut!?!
C&D

Attention WJMF DJ
trainees!! !

Antelope #2--Grow with the
pro, but try to be in before 6:20
a.m.

The WJMF production
studio is now back in full
operating condition. Training
will restart March 5. Anyone
interested is welcome to sign
up to train to be a disc jockey.

PrenderFor someone who plays
defense you sure have gotton
a lot of goals lately.
Signed, One of the Pucks

Seniors Last Chance
If you have not been
photographed for the Ledger
ou ean ' have it done at T.D.
wn Studio until March 9.
T.0'3.prown Studio is located on
Pon ac Avenue in Cranston,
R .I. Those already photoa
please return proofs to
he studio by March 13.

1978 Gong Show
Scheduled for April 14. Get your
toget her now! Anyone
JDlerested call 232-0247. Ask for
Jake.
~ct

Backgammon Club
Backgammon Club-Meeting
every Thursday at 3:15. Upstairs
in the Student Center.

S UMME.R JOBS: Free Fifty
State Su mmer Employer
Directory. Send name and
address to:
SUMCHOICE
Box 530, Dept. S, State College,
PA. 16801.... Tell a friend.

Women's Varsity
Softball
O rganizational Meeting:
DATE: March 7, Tuesday
TIME: 3: 15
PLACE: Women's Exercise
Room in Gym.
CONTACT: Lorraine
Cournoyer, Women's
Athletic Director

Silver birthstone ring. Found
in ladies room near cafeteria.
Call Donna 739-0557.

To SkidsHang in there friend. I really
understand.
Tom, Matt, Gary and Chuck
Thanks ydu for your thanks.
D, J, K and S
LindaFebruary 24, 1978. I'd of
wished you Happy Birthday at
6:20 but, I was sleeping.
The Ex-roommate
e.e. and LL
Ready for a "'dapper"
weekend? Antelopes love to
drink and this gator has a few
more swamps to check out.
'Lope #1
Ma and PaStay away more often - see
what happens when kids are lefty
alone for a night? And how
would you feel about becoming
grandparents?
And you guys thought [ was
kidding about puttipg it in the
ARCHWAY - this is just the
beginning!!!
JayKeep the fa ith. You should be
able to talk to her sometime
withinJhe next three years.
Your Conscience
Lori
We've had two matches; I've
won both. I think you're losing
you're expertise.
Backgammon Wizard
(Self Proclaimed)

1973 Mustang Grande. Rust
with white vinyl roof. 50,000
miles, good condition. Best
offer. CaU Dave, 232-0406.

To all the crazy nuts on the
Hockey team-It's bad enough I
know you, but to think that we
were once neighbors is a
nightmare!!! Especially Junior!
Hope you all had a good season.
Love you all-Suzy
DickieGrow a beard , you'll be more
studly.

Sue, Barb and DebbieThanks for accepting us &s
you sisters. You'll be proud of
us .
Theta Love,
Cookie, Match, Pokey,
Coney, Disc, Bandit
Big Sis ZeesYou helped in more ways than
you realized. Thanks!
Love, Cookie
Wachey W ondersThanks for your love and
support when I needed it.
Love, Cookie
Wac hy Woners!!! (Wackey
sextet'!)
Thanks to Mike and the five
guys for rescuing a little Capri
from a tight spot.
Joyce
Dorothy Hamill and Bobby
ShermanThey have signed an
agreement to bail a pair of ice
skates and one dozed roses. Is
this a mutual benefit bailmentor
a bailment for the sole benefit of
the bailor?
Signed, Friend of Sony
Lynne, How about another
water fight?
Lisa, Please hurry back. We
all miss you.

Jo-AnnaJust thought I would say
Hello, again.
Sunglasses No More

WATCH OUT! One night
you're going to forget to lock
your door.

Third Floor of 12
What will you give me for
Boardwalk and Marvin
Gardens.
The Champ

Debbie
Somdiffit!!t bothmg goes right
and I always end up hurting the
ones I love. Please try to
understand and forgive me.

CindyThere's a simple reason why I
put a lot into the paper.
Someone has to do it.
Overly Creative
LaurieNow you know
morning looks like.

what

a

J.
To my suite mates,
Thanks for making my B-day
so special. You're the "'melons!'"
Jayne:
You are a wonderful person
and a great friend. Thanks for all
and help you have given me and
the others.
Best wishes always,

djp

AI-There are 7 or 8 guys that
needed stitches in their backs .
AI-How come that train did n't
stop
at Wheaton or did it?
.,
Sam

"Your brother'"

Should I call you Flash? Just
think what we can explore
together. It gets me all excited.

I would like to use this space
to give my sincere appreciation
and thanks to all the people who
gave me love, friendship,
encouragement, and kept my
spirits up all through pledging.

Love,
Fred
Creepo

Bill E.

Why build walls instead of
doors? Let's not pull the plug,
give it a little more time, look at
all you have given it already.

Hey! KJ did come back.
No fair peeking, Ed.

Karin J .--stilllooking great!
Dickie
Hang around the pub, she. Ann,
goes there every night.
Yea, really. I did it. Yowza,
Yowza, Yowza. e.G.
KT is the Finest!!!
To Nate 75,
May someone park a sidewalk
Hi Heather, Love Richard
on your ratty blue Firebird .
EllenThe Hook
How is the oregano?
Lori
cont. from p . 10 col. 3

KarenWhen do you leave?
Pinball Queen

Love, Linsey

For Sl\le

Love,
e.B.
D.L, I'll talk to you now. How
about the next party!!'?

Sue L,
My very special thanks go to
you. Without you confidence in
me I probably wouldn't have
made it. Thank you!

treatment (torture) which
terminated poor Putney's life.
4) Mental anguish (Waldo and
Sherman).
5) Murder-one
6) For indescent burial (toilet
funeral) of Putney.
7) Interfering with the mating
cycle of these two fish, which are
rare in the Western hemisphere.
They only mate once every eight
years on Feb. 19.
You will also receive a biII for:
I) Psychiat ric treatment
(Sherman).
2) Muzzle for Sherman
3) Gravel removal crew (for
safety of suicidal Sherman).
4) Protective padding to stop
suicidal Shrman from playing
kamakazi against the walls.
5) Protective helmet and
goggles to stop Shrman from
Hitting walls at top speed.

Love,
Creepface
Debbie, Kathy, Jane
Thanks for being there to help
me through the rough times. I'm
grateful for your friendship.
Love,
Sue

"-. ~J~;'l!ii
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Hear ~he Indians!!!!!

I Tom:.::r:::

i

,-to

p.m.

b~an:o.:~ed.

A special thanks and very best
wishes for your future. Come
back and visit soon. Be sure to
take care and keep in touch; but
remember you'll always be in our
thoughts.
Love, Sue
Antelope #I-Find any gators
to call your own? If you can't
find any in this swamp, you
never will!!

•

#I-does the straw help locate
tailwaggers??
To the.Physical Plant:
How about a new American
flag on the flag pole? That one is
tattered and looks disrespectful.
A concerned student

i
i
a'

~

i

'I R~~~~~8~~s '·1
... has the first "do-

£1

11

*We the undersigned a it-yourself resume kit
understand the charges plus
agree to appear in court with ~ for co liege students to 8
legal defence (hir F. Lee Bailey) m guarantee a job after
of the mentioned date whether a graduation. Write for
or not Putney is found dead or
free detai Is. BOX 484
alive. We are still liabel for the
other offense.
Hill,.:t.

.I.!:~;

Signed,
Peter Wald
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WINTER CLASSES
BEGINNING DECEMBER 14th
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Indians Roll: Bryant Selected for New
Masley to
England NCAA Regionals
St. Louis
By Bob Dakers

The -Bryant Varsity bowling
team romped to victories over
Clark University and Western
New England College in Tri
State action during the 10th
annual Bryant Invitational
Bowling Tournament last
Saturday at Cranston Bowl.
Bryant still remains in second
place behind Worcester
Poly tech in the overall
standings, but only 5 points
behind. The final tournament at
Central Conn. will decide if the
Indians reach the National
Bowling Spectacular in Miami,
Florida in April.
Again leading Bryant was the
doubles team of Steve Miles and
Mark Masley, who captured
first with an overall score of
1167. This marked the third time
they have captured first in the
league and sets a new record.
High games for the day included
Paul Weisman (245), Ed Zenhye

Bryant College, only in its
third year in Division II, has
qualified for the New England
NCAA Regional Playoff, which
will take place this weekend at
Merrimack College. The
tournament starts Friday night
with Bryant College, seeded
fourth, playing first seeded
Merrimack. In the other game
will be the University of
Bridgeport against Sacred Heart
University. The winners will play
Saturday night for the
championship and the losers will
meet in a consulation game.
Bryant made the tournament
on the strength of a 12 game
winning streak. The streak was
stopped this past Sunday night
with a loss against Bentley. The
same day Bryant had been
selected for the tournament.
Coach Tom Folliard stated "the
fact that we are seeded fourth,
means that if we had lost anyone
of those 12 games we might not
have made the tournament." He
credits the wins against teams
like Springfield, Quinnipiac, and
Assumption to "the tremondous
support given to us by the
student body." The last four
wins, against Central Connect
icut, Stonehill, Assumption, and
New Haven were the toughest.
-In the Central game Bryant
fell behind in the first half by 14
points, but put on a press and
conference basketball team. ,
ended up down by only four at
Purdue's Walter Jorday~ half-time, with the score 44-40.
Iowa's Ronnie Lester, and Ohio The second half was close all the
State's Kevin Ran ey round out way, but Bryant managed to
the squad ,
hang on for and 84-80 win. Ernie

(243), John Lisee (226), Mark
Masley (214,205), Steve Miles
(209) and Russ Surdi (203). The
doubles team of Surdi and Lisee
captured second place behind
Miles and Masley with a score of
1163.
Two weeks ago at the ACU
division I tournament held at
Worcester State, Mark Masley
captured second place in all
events with an average of 202.
This earned him a spot in the
National Collegiate Bowling
championships held in St. Louis,
Missouri during the week of
April 3. High games for Masley
included a 256, 222, 213, 203,
and 200 along with a 669
beginning set. Bryant as a team
placed third, only 60 pins behind
champions Worcester Poly tech.
Other fine scoring included Russ
Surdi (211-212-188=611) and Ed
Zenhye, who captured second
place singles with a 612 series.

4

ATHLETIC
SHORTS
MERRIMACK RANKED #1
IN THE FINAL
U-P-I New England Basket
ball poll for division II-will face
Bryant College and Sacred
Heart will play Bridgeport in the
N - C - A-A New England
Regional Basketball Tourn
ament. The action r>egms at
Merrimack College Friday
evening.

Bryant's Basketball Team
Makes It

Merrimack received all 12 first
Three years ago when Bryant
place votes to easily take the top
spot in the final U-P-I College athletic director and
ulvision II New England basketball coach Tom Folliard
Basketball Poll. The warriors announced Bryant's basketball
held a 60-53 lead over second forces would be competing in the
place Bridgeport. Sacred Heart NCAA Division Two ranks,
came in third. Bryant College there ,were several skeptics.
was ranked fourth and Hartford
How could Bryant, a Business
took the fifth spot.
Administration college, who
Brandies was the number one only three years earlier had been
.t,!:~ro in the final poll for Divison playing in a borrowed gym,
III teams in New England. expect to successfully compete
Boston State was ranked second. with tradionally basketball
Tufts squeezed past Suffolk for powers like Assumption College
the number three rating. Clark and the other New England
rounded out the top five for Division Two schools?
But ... olhard lelt It could be
--Holy
Division III teams.
done.
And even two mediocre
Cross and Masachusetts have
seasons, 16-11 and a 13-13,
each landed two players on the
all New England District One didn't discourage him.
This week he was proven
College Basketball Team. That
correct.
On Tuesday night the
announcement came today from
the US Basketball Writers' Indians overcame a 14-point
deficit in the second half en route
Association.
Providence College--New to a 72-69 triumph over
England's top Major College Assumption. The victory
Team-will be represented by the stretched their undefeated string
Association's District One to 11 straight, improved their
Player of the Year... Dwight season record to 18-3, and
Williams, Holy Cross Senior virtually clinched a berth in the
post-season New England
forward Chris Potter and
sophomore guard Ronnie Perry NCAA Division Two tourn
were also picked along with ament.
"If we are not selected with an
Massachusetts seniors Mike
. 18-3 record I will be shocked."
Pytt and Alex Eldridge.
Folliard commented to sports
Big 10 scoring leader Mychal writers after the Assumption
Thompson of Minnesota and contest.
Michigan State Freshman star
Once again it was the play of
Earvin Johnson headed the AlItheir sensational freshman Ernie

DeWitt that sparked the Indians
comeback triumph over
Assumption. The 6-4 forward,
who earlier in the week had been
named the ECAC Division Two
"Rookie of the Week" for the
fourth time this season, tallied 18
of his game-high 22 points in the
second half, giving the Indians
their first victory over
Assumption since the two
colleges started their annual
series four years ago.
"DeWitt erupted in the second
half, going over, under and
around the Assumption defense"
Providence Journal sports
writer Mike Szostak reported
the next day.
The performance gave the
Newport, RI native a total of397
points in his first 21 collegiate
games.
The II straight triumphs is the
longest victory string Folliard
has enjoyed since he took over as
the Indians' head coach 10 years '
ago.
Ironically the victory which
virtually cemented the Indians'
first NCAA post-season berth
probably ended one of the
longest NCAA tournament
strings in the eastern basketball
ranks. The setback dropped
Assumption season record to 13II and severly damaged the
. Greyhounds chances for a 16th
consecutive appearance in post
season NCAA play.

Photo br j('ff Tunis

De Witt led the scoring with 19
points. The next game was
played with more than half of the
team with the flu. They had to
struggle to a 72-71 win over
Stonehill. DeWitt again led the
Indians scoring with 14 points.
The next game was probably
Bryant's biggest win of the year.
They rallied from 14 points
down with 14 minutes remaining
in the game to win 72-69 over
Assumption CoHege. Pacing the
comeback was DeWitt who after
being held to four points in the
first half, scored 18 in the second
half. The game was close all the
way to the end. An Assumption
bas ket with 35 seconds
remaining gave them a 69-68
lead. But Steve Walker put in a
shot with 18 seconds remaining
and Paul Seymour put in two
four shots to sea l the victory for
Bryant. Joining DeWitt in
double figures was Seymour
with 12 Walker with 10 points,
'
.
and Tom Box WIth 10.
In its n('xt game against New
Haven, Bryant lost a 12 point
lead but still managed to win 80.
76. They were paced by DeWItt
who had 25 points and by Dan
Mazzulla who had 17 points.
Bryant then faced Bentleyand
had its 12 game winning streak
broken. The final score was 80
'
43 A2
78 . Bryant Ied at h a 1ft Ime
-...
In the second h~lf, Bentley
opened up an II pomt lead, but
Bryant made one of their
patented comebacks and went
.
£7
.h b
mto the. lead 7v- ~ WIt a out
three mmutes left 10 the game.
But Bentley scored eight straight
points to take a 78-76 lead. The
game was tied on two free throws

by Seymour, who was high
scorer for the Indians with 20
points. Seconds later Bentley put
in two free throws to take a 80-78
lead . A last second effort by
Bryant failed. During the game
Chris Avery scored his JOOOth
career point for Bryant. Playing
their last home game for Bryant
were seniors Seymour, Avery.
Box, and Jeff Kusz.
Making the tournament was
the teams goal before the season
started . Coach Folliard gives
three main reasons for the
success this year. First he said
the team has tremendous depth.
The second reason was that this
is the most unselfish team he has
ever had. Folliard said that they
made very few mental errors and
that it always seemed the right
person was taking the right shot.
The third and maybe the most
important reason Folliard gave
was the great support the
students gave the team. He felt
that the team was given a big
edge agai'nst the gobd teams
because of the fans. The
attendance was over 2,000 for
Bryant's four biggest game .
Coach Folliard urged that all
those attending the tourna ment
arrive early, because Merri
mack's gym only seats 2,000 and
Bryant fans could be spread all
over if they don't arrive early.
Folliard suggested a 6:30 arrival
Good luck, Ind:ans!
Bryanl College
Game Scores
Record 20-4

Scores '

II iSh Scorer

Dewitt 16
Bryant 93 . Worc. 53
Dewitt 32
QUlnnaplac 84. Bryant 82
Bryant 109. Nichol s 6 1
Dewitt 20
Avery 27
Bryant 80. Sout hern CT 65
Seymour 24
Bryant 92. Lowe)) 79
Dewitt 20
Bryant 85, Bridgeport 67
Avery 29
Bryant 81. RIC 75
Bryant 95 SMU 63
Dewitt 25
Wal ker 16
Hartford
Bryant 60
Dcwilt )0
Hanwick 84. Bryant 68
Bryant 67. Oneonta SI. 56 Seymour 18
Dewi\!
Bryant 73. SMU 68
MavuJla IS

69.

Bryant 84. Babson 75
Dewitt 33
B ryant 75 , S prang
. fiIe Id 63
D ewitt 19
Bryant 59, RIC 37
Dewitt 15
Bryant 85. Barrington 68
MalZulla 14
Bryant 62, Quinnipiac 56
Seym our 18
Dewitt 18
Bryant 71, SI. Anselm's 58
Bryant 84, Central CT 80
Dewitt 21
Bryant 72. Stonehill 71
DeWitt 14
Bryant 72, Assumption 69
Dewitt 22
Bryant 80. New Haven 76
D ewiu 2S
• eymour 20
Bentley 80. Bryant 78
D ewitt 32
Bryant 91. Babson 80

Bryant Basketball Statistics
Final Regular Season
As of 2/28/78
Player
Ernie Dewitl
Paul Seymour
Dan Ma7.Zulla
Chris Avery
Sieve Walker
Tom Box
Mike Travassos
Tom Coppinger
Bob Mahon
Ernie Isom
Don Sweet
Bob Corbett
Jeff Kusz
Joe Savickas
Bill Yukna
Team Totals
Opp. Totals

G
24
24
15
24
24
24
22
8
23
13
14
8
15
12
I
24
24

FG-FGA
207-364
140-262
64-135
93-175
77- 145
63-137
37-69
15-26
24-46
2 1-49
16-20
7·19
12-32
7· 16
0-3
783·1499
676·1421

PCT. IT-ITA

.568
54-83
.534
52-63
.474
33·37
,531
40-48
.531
39-59
.459
39-50
25-38
.536
.576
2-5
27·33
.521
.448
4·9
9-13
.800
.368
3-5
.375
a4
.437
1-3
.000
0- 1
.522 330-451
.476 260-387

,650
.825
.891
.K33
.661
.780
.658
.400
.818
.666
.692
.600

.500

.333
.000
.73 1
611

PCT. PTS. U£, REBS .
468
332
161
226
193
165
97
32
75
46
41
17
26
15
0
1896
1637

19.(, 141
13.8 41
10 7 89
9.4 70
8.0 144
6.9 134
4 .4 30
4.0 5
3.3 14
3.5 5
2.9 20
2. 1 9
1.7 10
12 4
0.0 2
79.0 836
68.2 710

59
17
5 .9
H
6.0

5,9
14
0 .6
06

OJ

,U1
06

0.3
2.0
34.8
29.6

